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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Successful farming today requires ever increasing economies in the 
of land, labor and capita.lo More and moire must be produced per acre 
r lands, dollar of investmmll.tj and hour of labor in}llt. The successful 
armer of today, and particularly the successful farmer of the future, 
st be especially able to profitably pr>oduce each unit of production 
ith ever decreasing costs in tel"llllS of resource in}lltSo 
A high degree of competency in farm mechanics is coming to be of 
inlGl"easing importance1 if the farmer is to meet the economic demand 
costly pt"Oductiono It seems that the answer to the cost=pr>ice · 
in which the .farmer mirrently finds himself, might be partially 
ound b;r reducing the cost per unit of production without, at the same 
ime, necessarily increasing the total mm.ber of units of product.iono In 
hese times of surplus farm commodities and declining farmer income, it 
ecomes imperative that farmers find ways by which they can increase 
heir incomes without increasing productiono It seems that an inCl"eased 
mphasis upon, and a higher degree or competency in farm mech.anics might 
o much to decrease the farmers cost of production by cutting down on 
cost of repair and ma.intenanrcie of farm buildings and farm equipmento 
Harris makes the following comments regarding the need for more 
mphasis upon farm mechanics training: 
'· 
1 
Today farming is big business in capital outlay as well as 
in operating costso In many states.I) farm buildings and 
equipment rept>esent over one=half of the total farm invest= 
ment, while on some individual farms this investment is as 
high as 75'1,o Farm people are constantly facing an "'ever= 
tightening price=cost squeeze"'; therefore, in order to have 
a decent standard or livingj the farm family must increase 
the efficiency of their farming operations o If the farm 
boy or adult is able to do the unspecialized construction, 
repair or service jobs on the buildings and equipment, the 
pl"Oduction cost will be reducedo For example, the average 
yearly cost of repairs and deireciation on farm tractors 
varies from 5 to 11,( of original cost, an average of 11'1,o 
For a farmer with two tractors costing $2,000 each, this 
would amount to $440 o 00 per year o With extra good care 
this figure could be cut in half ($220); or with extremely 
poor care this figure could easily be doubled ($880)0 
Many professional craftsmen and technicians say that about 
one=half of their work on farm buildings and equipment could 
be done by the farmer if he had some training in doing the 
simpler jobsol 
2 
The State Board of Control for Vocational J!liucation, Michigan State 
partment of mu.cation makes the following statementg "A good farm me= 
hanics program not only contributes to, but is essential for, effective 
nd economical production as we know it at the present time•o2 
l Although the farms of today are highly mechanized, most farmers are 
ot receiving the maxilllllll benefit from such mechanization because they 
e not sufficiently educated in the proper use and maintenance of their 
Many of our vocational agriaulture teachers in departments not 
haracterized by successful Jll'Ogf'ams of instruction in farm mechanics, 
ave expt'esaed one or mot'e of the following opinions concerning the farm 
lnoland Harris, WFarm Mechanics Toda:r", Agriaultural Education 
azine, IXVII» No o 12 (June, 1955), Po 2670 
2The State Board of Control for Vocational J!liucation, Michigan 
tate Department of !'ilucation.il ~ Shop ~ ~ Michigan Vocational 
ri lture Departments.I) (Bulletin Noo 261, Lansing.I) Michigan, 1940), 
0 180 
3 
mechanics phase of vocational agrirn1ltureg (1) a need does not exist 
in their community; (2) the teacher himself is not sufficiently trained 
in farm mechanics skills and understandings, (3) facilities are unavail= 
able and unattainable; and (4) the administration is not convinced of 
the needo 
All of the above opinions al"e probably subject to debate as to 
their validity and/oir resistance to cor'rectiono However, Harris states 
thatg 
If the ag~icultUTe teacher is interested (1) in helping in= 
school and out=of=school people deal with farm pr>oblems 
intelligentl;rll (2) in irovid!Z!g ·ways and means for farm 
people to develop into more useful citiz.ml~, {3) in uti= 
lizil]g ~vailable facilitiea and resouTces of the community, 
and (4) making the s~hool beecom,e a centeir for mental and 
social development of the people it serves, then the pr0= 
gram of vocational agriculture must include a strong pr0= 
gram of falMD. mechanicso3 
It is to promote this end that this study is undertakeno 
Statement of ~oblem 
It is a common assumption among teachers of vocational agriculture 
that there are certain factors which are associated with the probability · 
of developing successful programs of instruction in farm mechanics o How=· 
ever, there is much diversity of opinion as to just what factors SX'e 
significant and the relative signific:ance of eacha It is to clarify thisi-
issue that this study is undertaken o 
The central problem of this research study is to determine what 
factors are associated to a g~eater degree with the occurrence of above= 
average instructional programs in farm mechanicsj than with the occurrenc,e,-
of belo-w=average programs of instll."U.ction in farm mechanicso 
4 
Definition of Terms 
The term 00farm mechanics instruction" and the term lllfarm shop 
workw are often used interchangeably in vocational agricultureo Farm 
mechanics instruction, however, is a much more inclusive term than is 
farm shop worko In this stiudy the term "farm mechanics instruction1111 in= 
eludes instruction in all the unspecialized mechanical activities per= 
formed on the farm and in the farm homeo It shall include the following 
areas& (1) farm shop work, (2) farm power and_maehinery, {3) farm 
buildings and conveniences, (4) rural electrification, and(;} the en= 
gineering and meehanical phases of soil and water managemento 
The term "factorsw is used in this study to refer to certain back= 
ground characteristics of selected vocational agriculture teachers, 
certain physical characteristics of the partieular. high schools in which 
the individual teachers are p!"esently teaching, and certain economic 
characteristics of the se!"vice al"ea of the school.districts which may 
be related to or associated with the success or instructional programs 
in far>m mechanicso 
The tell."m Wsignificant factor@ is used in this study to refer to 
those factors which, aft~ an appropt"iate statistical treatment of data, 
are found to be significatl;r associated at the five per cent levelo 
Scope of the Study 
This s~udy is concerned with the problem of ascertaining which of 
certain selected factors are associated to a greater degree with the 
o~currence of above=average pt>ograms of instruction in farm mechanics, 
than with below=average programs of instiruction in farm mechanieso 
In order to re~olve the thesis problem a atudy was conducted in= 
volving the collecting and statisti©ally analyzing of data9 and the 
development of ~ertain findings and conelusionso 
5 
The scope of this study was limited to random samplings of the vo= 
cational agricultUI"e depal"tments in the state of Oklahoma in which the 
current teacher or teachers had eompleted two or more ;years of teaching 
in their CW"l"ent departme:nto The seiops of this study vas further limite& 
when the departments in each or the supervisory districts were rated by 
the supeX"visors as above=average, average, or below=average according to 
the quality of the instructional pwograms in farm mechanicso Thirty de= 
partments from each of the above=average and the belo-w=average groups 
were randomly selected to be included in this study o These were selecte~ 
from each of the supervisor:, districts on the basis of the ratio of the 
number of depart:merJ,ts in each district to the to·tal number of department• 
in the populationo 
It was felt that by stratifying each of the two popilations into 
the five supervisor:, diatri©ts for sampling pll"poses 1 more represent= 
ative samples could be drawno This procedure was deemed advisable due 
to the differences existing between the various districts in soeio= 
economic conditions, types and sizes of f~ 9 population density~ climate, 
and topographyo 
Basic Assumptions 
This study is conditioned by the following assumptions& 
lo That district supel"Visol"s of vocational agrieulture are 
sufficimitly well infol"med concel!"llling the instlr'uctiona.l 
program in farm :me~hanies of ea~h department in their 
respective districts to enable them to rate the various de= 
part:ments as above=averagej average, or beloW=average according 
to the effeetiveness of the instructional p!"ogram in farm 
meehanieso 
2o That eaeh vocational agriculture teacher interviewed in conneo,:, 
tion with the study is BU.fficiently well informed concerning 
his school and communit;r to enable him to answer, with a fair 
degree of accmraoyj the questions in the interview scheduleo 
Need For The Study 
6 
It is not a difficult task to identify effective pt"Ograms of in= 
atruction in fann mechanics, but when one begins to analyze a given sit= 
uation in an attempt to find out which of the many factors occurring with 
a given situation ean be adjudged to be asso~iated with that situationj 
he is faced with a real problemo Only through the medium of a scientific 
study can a person establish that certain factors are probably associated 
with the area under study o 
Realizing, or course~ that we cannot infer causation from associa= 
tion, we canj nev~r=the=less~ learn from those associations what factors 
probably need to existj or need not to exist, in order for an effective 
program of in!E§truction to @r1tolve in a given situationo 
The information whii/]h this study vill pifOVide may be most useful to& 
(1) teaGher trainers in planning and directing more effective courses of 
study in agriooltwral edu©ation, (2) district supervisors in counseling 
and directing teachers who have probl®mS in developing effective in= 
struction~ programs in farm mechanics, and (3) vocational agriculture 
teachers in beit:loming a\lilar~ of what are the associative factors in 
developing a progiram of instruction in farm. mechanicso By knowing the 
associative factors teacheJ."sj,teacher trainers and supervisors can con= 
centrate on alleviating o~ utilizing the effect of those factors which 
may be realo 
7 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The Role Of Farm Meciha.nics In The Total Program 
Of Vo©ational Agricmlture 
Within the relatively short lifetime of :many of our high school 
vocational agri~ulture students, we have achieved a degree of agricml= 
tural mechanization that was almost undreamed of even as late as the 
early 1930°so Gray stated at the end of World War Ilg 
lll!Now we a.JI"~ on the threshold or a newr,. era of farm mechaniza.tiono 
Many ma.chines ue now in the experimental stage,= others 
are on the draft~man°~ boards and are more than a dream)) be= 
©a.use farmersj === have determined that there is a need for 
themllflol 
Fourteen years later~ in J.9609 we are :no longer on that threshold, but 
are rapidly expanding at an ever in~reasing rate, the mechanization of 
aur farms o •·· • 
. Mich of the new equipment on aru.ccessful farms, as well as on the 
average farm of todayj is of sueh kind and such effi~iency as to excite 
the imagination of mano The now commonplace self=propelled combinej 
which can harvest more griiin in a days time than a man with a scyth 
could harvest in a lifetime, the mechanical cotton picker which picks lint 
from the open boll; the pipe=line milker and bulk .coolers which can milk 
lRo ,.Bo Gray, 00Some New Farm Ma.ehinesw, in Yearbook of Agriculturej) 
(1943=1947)j p. 8150 
8 
9 
and store the :milk from a eow every thre~ minutes; the field ensilage 
harvester whiiGh bars taken mu©h of' the d:ruge.r,r out of putting up silage; 
the tractors ~hich ea.n till 20 to 60 aores per day, the eompletely aut0= 
mated, push=button steer feeding systems which enabl$ one man to feed a 
thousand or more head ot /Steers, and the niany other highly :mechanized 
farm conveniences ~all for a new and imperative emphasis upon farm meoh= 
anica training in all=day.s> ;young and adult farmer programs of vocational 
agriooltureo 
Can aey voe;ational ag,r,iool tu1°e teacher with any appreciable degree 
of foresight~ and 'IAlit.h the usual amount of hindsight, fail to sense the 
urgency of better' and lOOI'e co:mp!"ehensive programs of inBtruction in farm 
mechanics~ especially in the area~ of farm power and machiner,yj farm 
atru~tures.11 and farm ele©trification? I do not 'belie"Ve so9 
When a teaeher ~on~ider~ that in many· of the better fanning areasj 
farm buildings Wlld farm equipment ~present from 50 to 75 per ~ent of the 
total farm inve$tment, he surely cmmot help bl.it rea.liiz.e the importance 
of the role of a ~omprehensive prog~am of instruction in £arm me~hanies 
in the total program of vo~ational agricultureo 
Studie~J Investigation~~ And 0th~~ Related Literature 
Although a great many studie~ and investigations have been ~on= 
', 
the Sw:amaries of Studies in Agrirn.ilture Fdueationi and of all the issues 
of the Agriculture Ed.ucation Magazine since 1950j failed to discover 
any studies of a nature similar to thi~ onej exGept for a non=statistical 
study by Curtiso2 
2Charlie Mo ,Ourti~~ 00Some Factor~ Affecting Teaching of Farm M:i= 
~hanicsw 9 (Unpubo Do©toral Di~sertation~ Lmii~iallla State University~ 1958) 
10 
· Ourt:i.s, in a :st.udy ©on.ducted in Louhdana in. 1958, attempted to de= 
termine some of the facto~s affecting the teaGhing of farm m.echa.ni~so 
However9 because Curtis did not use a random sampling technique, nor did 
he statistically analyze ·the data gathered, sound inferences, based upon 
his study, ~annot be madeo 
In spite of. the weakness of the Curtis study, as far as a basis for 
inferencej his findi~g~ are tru~ measure~ or the sample population, and 
as SU()h are of (Olonsiderabl;r mo.l"e value than mere su.pposition~ or data 
gathered from the more infonnal types or llll.formation regarding factors 
associated with the teaching of farm mechanieso 
Curtis3 found that among the teacher~ included in his stud1' that the 
length of tenure o.f a teaic:her in his present department did not affect 
the quality of his instructional progrrun in farm mechani©so Cur-tis also 
fouimd that tea©hers of ·vocational ag~ifflllturej included in his stud1's, 
lacked aufficient training for teachilllg farm power and machine.ry1 aud 
electrification, and that the majority of the teachers allot from one= 
fourth to one=third o.f the t,otal class time of allcc,day boys for in= 
stru.ction in farm meehani©~o 
Price~ in a stati~ti~al study of youri.g adult farmer classes in Okla= 
homa and Perms;rlvan1.as, f'ound that g 
o o • the eviden~e se~~~d by treatment of data gather from 
departme:fits i.ntCJluded i1E!. thl~ l:ltudj definitely -would indil':late 
that the ocoo.IT~ne~ of or·gani$ed in~tm~tional prog.lr'am for 
young adult fa1M11e.t"!:I i~ asso©iated with a substantial inventory 
of superior farm me~hanics fa©ilities and equipmento4 
Jibido ~ PPo 76-77. 
4Robert Ro Prices, 00Factor~ A~so~iated.With The Occurrence of Local 
Young Adult F~r Tustro©t:tonal Prograxrw [h Vo,cational Agriculture In 
The states of Oklahoma and PemJ1.sylvania00 , {Unpubliished Do@t,oral Disser=, 
tation, Pennsylvania State Univer~ityp 1955), pp. 131=1320 
11 
Price5 also found that there were significantly superior high 
school programs of instruction in farm mechanics in operati.on in those 
departments providing systematic instruction for young adult farmers, 
than in those departments not providing young adult farmer instructiono 
Province6 found no significant difference in the average acres bf 
land per farm between the service areas of departments of vocational ag= 
rieulture adjudged to be above=average and those adjudged to be below= 
averageo Although the Province study was concerned with the total pro= 
gram or vocational agri~lturej such a program is the sum total of all 
its partsj among which is the farm mechanics phase; which is the con= 
cern of the present studyo Therefore, some of the findings of the 
Province study are pertinent to the present study o 
In a study conducted in Missouri, and as reported by 'Weston?, it 
vas found thatg I (1) Far0mers in general)) usually do perform the same f'al"ii 
mechanical jobs regardless of where they live, vith the ex~eption of a 
few soil and water nianagement activities in areas where drainage is one 
of the major problemso (2) The degree of farm ownership has no effect 
upon the farm :mecihanies jobs performed o (3) Farmers desire the same, type 
of farm mechanics training regardless of where they live or of' their 
tenure status. (4) No significant differences exist in the kinds of farm 
'Ibido, P• 1720 
6Elmer Ao Province, WCharaeteristies of Far.ms .And Farming In The 
Service Area of Fifty Above~Average and Fifty Eelo~=Average Departments 
of Vocational Agrim11ture00 j (Unpubo Masters Thesis, Oklahoma State 
University, 1955)0 
7eurtis Weston, OOFaTm Mechanics Jobsllfl o ~__:y: Agent .§Il.Q. To~ 
Teacher Magazine, (May, 1960), ppo 52=55o . . 
me~hl!l!li~s jobs ~hich fa:rmeTs are performing between the 11 economic 
area~ in Mi~1:1ourL Toi~ ~tudy9 a~ reported by l,restonj) tends to refute 
the assuiiptionl) made by some teacher8 of vocational agriGU.lt.ure 9 that a 
need for an in~tJM1etion program inf~ mechani~s does not exist in 
their individual communities because of the parti!Glllar type of farmingl) 
or because of the e~onomie situation that exist1:10 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN OF THE STUD! 
The purpose of this chapter is to deaGribe the pro~edure used 
in condu~ting this studyo The deseription will include a statement 
of the hypotheae~ to be te~ted~ the sampling method~ a description of 
the subject groups~ method or obtaining the dataj and the methods 
used in the analysis of the datao 
The Hypotheses Tested 
The hypotheses in this study ~ere formulated as null hypotheses 
in order to facilitate testing by the application of appropriate tests 
of significan~eo Hagood alllld Price make the following statement re= 
garding the null hypothesis& 
o •• ~e can by-statiati~al methods come nearer to 
proving that something is~ true about a universe 
the that something b tiru.eo Thia means that we , 
often shall use a negativistic approaeho If we want 
to establi~h one hypothesis,, we $hall not test it 
directly but shall foll:® the opposite hypothe~is~ 
which we shall call the null h11>othe$iS~ and test it 
on the basis or the evidence from our sam.pleol 
Garrett states thatg 
Experimenters have found the null hypothesis a useful 
tool in testing the reliability of differenceso In 
lM!.rga.ret Jo Hagood and Dairniel Oo Price,, Statistics~. 
Sociologists (New Iork,, 1952) 9 Po 237 o 
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its simplest form.~ this hypothesis asserts that there 
is no true difference between two population means, 
and that the difference found between sample me~ns-is, 
thereforej accidental and unimportanto The millhy= 
pothesis is a.kin to the legal 'pr.inciple that a. man is 
innocent until he is proved guiltyo It constitutes a. 
challenge, and the function of an experiment is to 
give the fa.eta~ chance to refute {or fail to refute) 
this challengeo 
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Wert~ Neidt alllld Ahmann make the following statement regarding the 
use of the null h;rpothesisg 
_The null hypothesis o • • becomes the statement of a 
reseall."ch issue which may be evaluated by an appropriate 
test or significanceo In addition to informing others 
of ·the i~sue in any reseerch study1 the hypothesis 
serves to.direct the efforts of the investigator in the 
collection or appropriate evidenceo o o • Without a hy= 
potheais to guide the colleQtion and analysis of evidencej 
a research study may be reduced to sheer aetivityo The 
foregoing statement should not be interpreted to mean 
that new hypotheses cannot be formulated during the course 
of an investigation~ or that an original hypothesis should 
never be abandoned or ehangedj rather the interpretation 
should be that the research effort ~omea more efficient 
as hypothesis to be tested a.re recog,11ized in the planning 
stages of each step in the researrah projecto.3: 
.Tate addsg 
In statistics~ an hypothesis which is tested for possible 
rejection under the assumption that it is true is called 
a null hypothesis. Essentially the null hypothesis assumes 
a particular value of a population parameterll and the hy= 
potbesis is tested by determining whether the sample in 
hand could reasonable have arisen in sampling from a popu= 
lation actually having this assumed parameter value. It 
so 9 the hypothesis is tenableo .This does :·not mean that the 
hypothesis is proved 9 but only that it is acceptablej) perhaps 
one of several acceptable hypotheseao4 
2Henry Ea Garretty filatil3t~ ~ Ep:choloq ~ Educationj) (New 
York, 1953) 9 p. 2130 
3James Eo Wert)) Charles Qo Neidt, and Jo Stanley .Abmamnj Sta.tis= 
· tical Methods 9 {New York)) 1954)j p. 124. 
4Merle W. Tate 9 Stati~tics ~ Educationj (New York 9 1955) 9 pp • 
.380:,381. 
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The major hypothesis of this stud:;r is that with regard to certain 
. ~ 
selected personal characteristics of teachersj certain selected charac= 
teristics or schools, and certain selected physical and economic charac= 
teristies of the individual school service areas; significant differences 
do not exist between those departments of vocational agriculture adjudged 
to have above=average programs of inst.ruction in farm mechanics, and 
those departments of vocational agriculture adjudged to have beloW= 
average programs of instruction· in farm mechanicso 
The following hypotheses were tested in an attempt to resolve the 
major hypothesisg 
Ao No significant differences exist between those departments of 
vocational agriculture having above=average programs of instruc= 
tion in farm mechanics, and those departments having below=average 
programs with regard to the following personal background oharac= 
teristics of the teachersg 
(1) age'J 
(2) years of teaching experience in vocational agriculture, 
(3) years of teaching experience in present vocational agricul= 
ture department, 
(4) number of college hours credit in farm mechanics, 
(5) specific areas cov-ered by f!!U"'m merc:hanics oourses 1 
(6) number of college hours credit in other courses of a mechan.= 
ical nature:, 
(7) specific areas covered by other college courses of a mechan= 
ieal nature'J 
(8) teachers receiving organized civilian mechanical training 
below the college level, 
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(9) teachers receiving mechanical training in the armed forcesj 
(10) teachers having well equipped farm shops on their home farms 
while they were enrolled in high schoolj 
(11) teachers receiving farm mechanics training while enrolled in 
high school, and 
(12) teachers receiving other shop training while enrolled in high 
sehoolo 
Bo No significant differences exist between those departments of voca= 
tional agr::i.culture having above=average programs of instrucrGion 
in farm mechanicsj and those departments having beloW=average pro= 
grams with regard to the -following characteristics of the individual 
schools and departments of .vocational agriculturei 
(1) average enrollment in high school for the last two school year~, 
(2) average enrollment in all=day classes in vocational agricul= 
tu.re for the last two school years, 
(3) length of the class period for vocational agriculture I, II, 
III 9 and IV!I 
(4), departments having young farmer classes, 
(5) average enrollment in young farm.er classes for the last two 
school yearsj 
(6) departments having adult farmer classes, 
(7) average enrollment in adult farme:r classes for the last two 
school years 9 
(8) departments having a shop available for use, 
(9} departments sharing shop facilities with other high school 
departments)) 
{10) departments in which a shop was already available when the 
present teacher began teaching there, 
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{11) departments in which the local school administration pr0= 
vides a budget for the financing of farm mechanics instrue= 
tion, 
(12) available shop floor space per student enrolled in the 
largest class, 
(13} number of hours in the four year time allotment for farm 
mechanics instruction, and 
(14} whether or not the department uses the station method or a 
modified version in teaching farm mechanics. 
Co No significant differences exist between those departments of 
vocational agriculture having above=average programs of instrue= 
tion in farm meohanics, and those departments having below=average 
programs with·regard to the following economic characteristics 
of the service area of the individual high schoolsg 
{1) average acres per farm, 
{~) the estimated average value of cmltivated land per acre, 
{.3) the estimated average value of' past,l.re land per acre.11 
(4) the average :number of beef cattle per farm, 
(5) the average nu],llber of dairy ~attle per farm, 
(6) the average number of sm.ne per farm, 
('7) the" average number of poultry per farm,, 
(8) percentage of farms having pressure water systems, 
(9) percentage of farm homes having modem plumbing systems, 
(10) percentage of farms having tractors, 
(11) average number of tractors per ~armj 
I 
- (12) percentage of farms having trucks, 
(13) percentage of farms having combines and/or other large 
items of harvest equipment, 
(14) .percentage of farms having irrigation systems, 
(15) percentage of farms having farm.shop facilities, 
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(16) percentage of fal!:'lllS having ele~tric and/or acetylene welders, 
(17) major crops of the service area of the school, and 
(18) the major animal enterprises or the service area of the 
school. 
Sample Characteristics and Methodology 
As of July lj 1959 there were 312 departments of vocational agri= 
culture in Oklahoma in which the ourrent teacher had two or more con= 
secutive years of teaching in his present departmento The district 
supervis.ors of vocational agriculture were asked to rate the 312 
departments as above=averageJ average, end below=average according to 
the effectiveness of the program of instruction in farm mechanios9 
Although samples were to be drawn only from the above=average 
and the: b~!ow=average groups, it was thought advisable to rate the de= 
partments into the three groups and to use the average group as a buf= 
fer group" The p.irpose of having this so=called buffer group was to 
help alleviate the effect of human errors in groupingo It was thought 
if the 312 departments were rated onl7 into above=average and beloW= 
average groups that the cutting line between the two groups would be 
infinitely fine, and the effect of errors in grouping would be quite 
higho For example, if a particular department were to appear in the 
above=average sample vhieh was 9 in actuality, below=average, then it 
would be compared with the group in which it actually should have 
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b~en placedo On the other hand by rating the departments as above= 
average, average, and below=average groups; and by sampling only from 
the above=average and the belolllbaverage groups,.it is highly improb= 
able that the mis=rated department would have been carried across the 
average group, which includes approximately 40 per cent of the depart= 
ments, and plaoed in the above=average group. Thus, the average group 
becomes a buffer group to help insure against a department appearing 
in the opposite group to the one in which it actually should beo 
Since plans for the study called for the writer to visit each 
department in the two samples, and to interview each teacher personally, 
it was considered as hardly feasible, in terms of time and expense, to 
include all the departments in the two populations of the studyo There= 
fore, as an alternative, samples of 30 were drawn from each of the above= 
average and the below=average groupso To assure a geographical distri= 
bution in the samples), the two populations were stratified according 
to the five supervisory districts of vocational agriculture.in Okla.homao 
The 30 departments in each or the above=average and the beloW=average 
groups were randomly selected, using a table of random numbersj from 
the five supervisory distIU.cts on a proportional basiso The number 
selected from each dis~'ict was determined by the ratio or the number 
of departments in each individual district to the total number of de= 
partments in the populationo Thus the sampling technique was one of 
stratified random samplingo 
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The departments randomly selected from the group adjudged to be 
above=average according to the effectiveness· ·or. their programs of 
instruction in farm. mechanics shall, for the remainder of this study 
be referred to as Group Oneo Those depart~nts randomly selected 
from the group adjudged to be below=average' shall be referred to as 
Group Two. 
Procedure For Collection Of The Data 
!'he personal inter11iew technique was selected as the most BP= 
.. ,.· 
propria~e one for obtaining the data for this studyo It was felt 
that greater accuracy in answering could be achieved through per= 
sonal interviewsithan through the use of questionna.ireso In order 
to assure uniformity in interview procedure,.the investigator con= 
ducted all the intel'Views personally"o 
The interview schedule used in obtaining the data necessary 
for testing the hypotheses in this study was constructed with the 
assistance of the teacher training staff in agricultural education 
at the Oklahoma State University, and the district supervisors of 
vocational agriculture of the state of Oklahom.o The items includ= 
ed in the interview schedule are ones which numerous teachers of 
vocational agriculture have considered as having possible associa= 
tion with successful programs of instruction in farm mechanicso 
The tentative interview schedule was used in interviewing three 
teachers of vocational agriculture, who were not included in this 
study, in order to check it for clarityo After the schedule was 
I 
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formulated into its final form.5 it was used in interviewing the 60 
teachers of vocational agriculture included in this studyo 
Treatment of Data 
The tabulated data obtained in this stuccy" were subjected to 
appropriate statistical tests in order to deter.mine whether sig= 
nificant differences were evident between the two groupso The 
•tw test of significance was used in testing quantitative data, 
and the chi=square test was used in testing qualitative datao The 
level of significance required for the rejection of the null hyp0= 
· thesis was set at the five per cent level for this study. 
;See Appendixo 
PRJ!SfflTA'fION AND .ANALYSIS OF DATAS) AND SIGNIFICANCEOF FINDINGS 
The data pt"esented in this chapter were seGUred through personal vis= 
itation in each of the 60 departments of vocational agriculture, and by 
personally interviewing each of the 60 teachers in those depertmentso 
These departments were selected by a stratified random sampling technique 
which ensured geographical distribution over the state of Oklahomao The 
five strata used were the five supervisory districts of vocational agri= 
cultureo Jroportional samples were selected from each of the five dis= 
triets to assure a more representative sampleo 
All departments of vocational agriculture in Oklahoma~ in which the 
pt"esent teacher had two or more yea!t's of tenure1 were rated by the dis= 
tr.ict supervisors as either above=average, average, or below=average ac= 
cording to the effectiveness of the instructional program in farm mechanQ 
icso _F.irom each of the above=average end the below=ave:rage groups, .30 de= 
partments were selected according to the stratified random sampling tech= 
nique described in the plr"evious paragrapho Those departments in the 
above=average group shall be refe?'T'ed to aa Group Olie and those depart= 
ments in the beloW=average group shall be refeITed to as Group Twoo 
After the desired data were secured through the personal interview 
technique, the data were tabulated and statistically treated in order> to 
determine if significant differeneeis, existed between the two groups in re= 
gard to the factors testedo 
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The I,rinciple null hypothesis upon which this study is based is 
that with regard to certain ~rsonal background characteristics of teach= 
ers, certain characteristics of the individual schools and departments of 
vocational agricultUl"ej and certain economic characteristics or the ser= 
vice areas of the individual sohoola 9 no significant differences exist 
between the two groups or departmentso 
In connection with all tabular presentation of data within this chap:, 
ter 1 two asterisks(**} immediately after any digits indicate a statisti= 
cal difference between the two groups which is highly signifieantj or aig= 
nificant at the one per cent levelo Oll.e asterisk(*) appearing immediat~l;r 
after the digits is indicative of a significant difference at the five per 
cent levelo When no asterisk appeal"sj it will be an indication that the 
difference, if 8n7.11 betveen the two·groups was possibly- due to sampling 
fluctuationso Unless the appl"opriate statistical treatments proved the 
difference to be significant at the five per cent or the one per cent levelj) 
the null hypothesis under teat was not rejectedo 
Data Regarding Personal Backglfound Characteristics or The Teacher 
Data regarding personal background characteristics of the teachers 
include the following 20 ~elected faetorag (1) age of teachers; (2) 
years taught vocational agriculture; (3) .years tmght in present depar~ 
ment; (4) college hours credit in farm me©haniea courses; (5) teachers 
having college training in arc and acetylene welding; (6) teachers having 
college training in cold metal work, (7) teachers having college training 
in farm carpentry; (8) teachers having college training in electrical 
wiring; {9) teachers having college training in ho~ metal work, (10) 
teachers having college training in farm machinery courses,; (11) college 
hours credit in oth~ courses of a mechanical nature; (12) teachers with 
college training in farm struet~es courses; (13) teachers with college 
training in soil and water conservation structures; (14) teachers'with 
college training in farm SW!."Veying, (15) teachers reeeivin~ college train= 
ing · in irrigation practi_ce~; (16) teachers receiving organized civilian .. 
mechanical instruction below the college level; (17) teachers receiving 
instruction of a ~ch~ical nature in the armed forces; (18) teachers 
having well=equipped farm shops on their home farms while they were en= 
rolled in high school; (19) teachers receiving .farm mechanics instroc= 
tion while tlie;r were enrolled in high school, and {20) teachers receiV= 
ing other shop training while they- were enrolled in high schoolo · 
~ 9!. teachers~ vocational ~icultureo The question of the 
effect of age in the teaching or farm mechanics is one of long=standing, 
with much diversity of opiniono However, in referring to the data pre= 
sented in Table I 9 it is found that no significant difference exists 
between the m~an ages of the two groupso It will be noted that the mean 
age of the teachers in Group One is 3604.3 yearsj while the teachers of 
G:roup Two have a :mean age of 38 040 years o The difference of 1. 97 ,.ears 
between the mean ages o:f the two gxooups has a t=value of LOS, which,is 
considerably below the 2o00 value requ.i~ed for significance at the five 
per cent 1evelo Therefo:re!i the null hypothesis cannot be rejeetedo 
TABLE I 
FR~CY DISTRIBUTION OF THE AGES OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURAL 
TEACHERS HAVING ABOVE~AVERAGE AND THOSE HAVJNG BELOW-
AVERAGE PROGRAMS OF INSTRUCTION IN FARM MECHANICS 
Class Intervalj 
ages in years 
Al;love4veirage 
Departments 
. 
Number Per ~ent 
55=58 
51=54 
47=50 
4.3=46 
3~42 
35=38 
31=34 
27=.30 
23=26 
Totals .. 
" Mearrage of teachers in 
each group 
0 
l 
l 
0 
6 
10 
10 
0 
2 
30 
Difference between the mean 
ages of the two groups 
t=value of difference .bet~een. 
the mean ages 
OoOO 
3o33 
3o33 
OoOO 
20000 
33033 
33033 
OoOO 
6066 
c--- -- ., 
100000 
--
Below-Average , 
Departments 
Number Per cent 
2 6066 
0 OoOO 
.3 lOoOO 
3 lOoOO 
6 ,20000 
6 20000 
3 10000 
6 20000 
1 3o33 
30 100000 
= lo08 
-· ----:r----- ~---
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;~·££~a~ ~i~ce,~ y=o~ationa:!; ~~o '.t'he·data 
presented in Table II indicates that the mean Y\E)a!"S of experi.ence in 
teaching vocational agriculture for Group One is 10000 yetll."s, while the 
mean of Group Tv.iio is iL 80 years O ' It will be noted that 40 per cent of 
the te~ehers in G:ll:'oupc; One have ©ompleted less than eight years of teaeh= 
ing vocational agriculture, while only 26067 per cent of the teachers in 
Grou,pc:Two., have less than eight years of experience o The mean difference 
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. of L80 years of' teaching experience9 . in favor of' Group Two, ha.a a 
t=value of only Oo54 which ia not significant at the five per cent leveL 
Therefore.I) the null hypothesis cannot be rejectedo 
TABLE II 
~CY DISTRIBUTION OF THE YEARS OF TEACHING 
EXPERifflCE IN VOCATIONAL.AGRICULTURE 
Class Intervalj 
Years Completed 
29=Plus 
26=28 
23=25 
20=22 
17=19 
14=16 
11=13 
8=10 
5=7 
2=4 
Totals 
Above=Average 
Departm~ts 
1 3o33 
0 OoOO 
1 3oJ3 
1 30:33 
0 OoOO 
0 OoOO 
6 20000 
12 40000 
5 16067 
4 l3o.33 
~ ~~'-il¥-,,"3 
.30 100000 
Below=Average 
Departments 
Number ~r cent 
2 6067 
0 OoOO 
1 3o33 
2 606'7 
l 3o33 
2 6067 
6 20000 
8 26067 
2 6067 
6 20000 
~ ~ 
30 100.00 
===============•==================== 
Mean yealt"s of teaching experience 
in vocational agrifflllture of' the 
two groups 
Difference between the mean 
years ot teaching ~i~h~~ 
t=value of difference between the 
mean years of teaching 
lOoOO 11080 
= lo80 
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... 
~· ot tea!Clhin_g experience in the wesent department of vocational 
agrie11ltureo It is en accepted fact that it takes a considerable amount 
or time to establish any effective educational programo. Ho~ever, the 
point of disagreement lies in the years of tenure required to develop a 
successful programo Table III indicates that 60 per cent of the teachers 
TABLE III 
.~CI DISTRIBUTION OF '!EARS OF TEACHING EIPERI!NCE IN 
. PR&SFBT VOCATIONAl, AGRICULTURE DEP.AmMl!NT 
Class Interval~ Abov&=>Average Below=Average 
Ieus Completed Departments Departments 
Number Per 13ent Number Per cent 
29=31 0 OoOO 1 3o33 
26=28 0 OoOO 0 OoOO 
23=25 2 6067 l 3o33 
20=22 0 OoOO 0 OoOO 
1'7=19 0 OoOO 0 OoOO 
14=16 0 OoOO 0 OoOO 
11=1.3 6 20000 8 26067 
$.,,10 4 13033 5 l6o67 
5...,7 9 .30000 4 13033 
2=4 9 30000 11 36067 
c:::;:::::c.:::, 
·-== .., = 
Totals 30 100000 30 100000 
==================================== 
Mean years of teaching in 
p!:'esent department 
Difference between the mean 
years teaching in present 
department · 
t=value of difference between 
mean years teaching 
in Group One developed suceessful pt"Ograms or instruction in farm 
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mechanics i~ seven or less yearso We find that only 40 per eent of the 
teachers in Group Two have seven or less years of experience in their 
present departmentso The teachers in Group 0.ne have a mean of 7o93 
years of experience in their present departments, while those of Group 
Two shov a mean of So~;o yearso The mean difference of Oo57 ,-ears, in 
favor of Group Two, has a t=value of Oo37 which is not significant at the 
five per eent levelo 'fb.erefore, the null h;rpothesis cannot be rejectedo 
TABLE IV 
~UfflCY DISTRIBUTION OF COLLmE HOURS OF 
CREDIT IN FARM MmCHAN!CS COURSES 
Class Interval, 
H~s Completeci 
1.3=15 
10=,12 
7=9 · 
4=6 
.Totals 
Above=Average 
Departments 
Numbe.r.· Per cent 
1 3o33 
6· 20000 
1; 50000 
8 2606'1 
~ .. 
30 100000 
Below=Average 
Departments 
Number Per cent 
3 10000 
8 26067 
14 46067 
5 16067 
c--:::::i ~-= 
30 lOQ-?00 
==================================== 
Mean hours Cl"edit in fani 
mechanics cou.t'ses 
• Difference between the mean 
hours c:redit 
t.=>value of difference between 
mean hours credit 
= Oo70 
College hours of Cl"edit in farm mechanics c~seso The data in 
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Table IV would appear to refute the assumption held by :many teachers, 
that those teachers having the more effeGtive pt"Ogl"ams of farm mechan= 
ics have more hOlll's or college credit in farm mechanieso However, the 
data shov no significant difference in the mean nwnber of hours credit 
/ 
in f'arm mechanics cowrses taken by the two groups of teaf:herso Group 
One has a mean of 8007 hours credit, ·while Group Two has a mean of 
8077 hours ~edit in farm me©hanies courseso While there is a mean 
difference of Oo70 hours, in favor of Groop 'h'o, the t=value of Oo30 
is not significant at the five per cent levelo Theref'Ol!."e, the null hy= 
TABLE V 
TEACHERS WHO HAVE COLLmE TRAINING IN ARC AND ACOO'II.!BE WELDING 
.Above.=Average Bel<>W=Average 
Departments Departments 
Number Per' !Gent Number Per cent 
Yes 2B 93033 26 S6o67 
No 2 606'1 4 l.3o3.3 
r:c--.: ..... ---, 
== 
c:;;:;-;) 
Totals .30 100000 30 100000 
Chi=square value or the degree 
of association between groups Ool8 
Teachers having college training in ere and aoet:,lene weldingo As 
show in Table V j 93. 033 per Gent of". the teachers in Group One had re= 
I 
ceived college training in arc: and ac~tylene welding, while ·86067 
per cent of the teachers in Group ~o bad received such training o The 
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Ghi=squ:are value of the degree of' assoCJiation between the two groups of 
OolS is greatly below the 3o84 value required for significance at the 
five per cent leveL Therefwe, the null hypothesis may be considered 
as tenableo 
TABLE VI 
TEACHERS WHO HAVE COLLIDE TRADTING IN COLD ME.rAL WORK 
Yes 
No 
Totals 
Above=Average 
Departments· , 
Number Per eent 
.30 100000 
0 OoOO 
.30 100000 
Below,.=,Average 
Departments 
Number Per cent 
30 100000 
}O OoOO 
= 
.30 100000 
===========~ ====================== 
Chi=square value of the degir~e 
of association betv®en gt>oups OoOO 
Teaehers. having college training!! eold metal worko Table VI 
shows that all of the teacha"ia in both Group One~~ Group ho had re= 
ceived college traiuing in ~old metal WOI"ko With a. ehi=aquat"e value of 
OoOO we may conclude that thaioe is no difference between the two groups 
with regard to having college training in coldmetal work, therefore, 
the uu.11 hypothesis cannot be reje~tedo 
, Teachers having . college training .!!., f!!:!. carpentry o Table VII in<;= 
dice.tea that 73a33 per cent of' the teacihers in Group 1\fo had received 
college training in fa.rm carpent)ey'~ whereas 56067 • cent o:f th~ teach= 
ers in G::iroup One had i"eceived such trainingo The apparent difference or 
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16066 per' cent is not ~ignificantj as the ~hi=square value of Oo04j in 
favor of Group T\\loj) is greatly below the value required for significian.ce 
at the five per cent levelo Therefore, the null hypothesis e~ot be 
··rejecteqo 
.. ' 
TABLE VII 
TEACHERS WHO HAVE COI.L!nE TRAIMllTG IN FARM CARPENTRY 
Above.=Aveirage 
Departments 
Yes 
No 
Totals 
NUllllber 
17 
1.3 
30 
Qh:t=aquare value of · the degree 
of association bet~een gr,oupa 
Per cent 
56067 
43033 
100000 
BeloW=Average 
Departments 
Number hr cent 
22 
8 
= 
30 100000 
Teru;her_s having collf$g!;L tz:,aining ..in. elecyt;rieal yi;rmg.o The data 
in Table VIII aho\li that 80 pm' Gent of. the teachers in Giroup Two had 
received college training in el~ctri~e.l wiring, whereas 76067 per cent 
o'f the teachers in Gioup One had received such tl"ainingo ~e chi= 
square value of Oo09, in favor of Group ho, is not significant at the 
five per cent leveL Theref~e1 the null hypothesis is tenab1eo 
Yes 
No 
Totals 
TABLE VIII 
t . 
TEACHERS. WHO HAVE oottmE TRADUNG IN F![.]OOTR!CAL WIRING 
Above=Average 
Departments 
Number Pe-.r cent 
2.3 
7 
30 
Below=A:verage 
Departments 
Number Per cent 
24 
6 
30 
80000 
20000 
100000 
32 
==================================== 
Chi=square value of the degree 
or association between groups. 
TABLE IX 
TEACHERS WHO HAVE cottmE TRAINING IN HOT METAL WORK 
Yes 
No 
Totals 
Above=Avera.ge 
Departments 
·Number hr cant 
30 
JO 
100~00 
OoOO 
100000 
Below=Average 
Departments 
Number Per cent 
30 
0 
30 
100000 
·c=:::x:·==r::-:-z::;::: 
100000 
=====-=======--==========-~-----=-= 
Chi=squsre value' of the degt>ee of 
association between groups OaOO 
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Teachers having ·college ~raini,ng .in hot metal worko Table IX 
~ ~~ -
indicates no difference between Group One and Group Two in regard to 
college training in hot metal work, as 100 per cent of both groups 
indicated having had such trainingo Therefore, the null hypothesis 
cannot be rejectedo 
TABLE X 
TEACHERS WHO HAVE COLLIDE TRAmnm IN FARM MACHINERY COURSE3 
Yes 
No 
Totals 
Abov~Average 
Departments· 
Number Per cent 
23 
7 
30 
Chi=square value of the degree of' 
association between groups Ool5 
Below=Average 
Departments 
Number Per cent 
21 
9 
30 
70000 
JOaOO 
lOOaOO 
Teacher>s having college courses in farm machinerzo As show in 
Table Xj 76067 per' eent of the teachers in Groupe One had taken college 
courses in .farm machinery, and 70 per eent of the teachers in Group Two 
had taken such courseso With a chi=square value of only Ool5, it can 
be seen that the observed difference is greatly below that required tor 
significance at the five per cent levela Therefore, the l'lllll hypothesis 
cannot be rejectedo 
T.AaLE XI 
• FRJ!tlUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF COI.tmE HOURS CREDrr IN OTHER 
COURSES OF A MmHANICAL NATURE 
Class.Interval, 
Hours Completed 
7=8 
5=6 
3=4 
1=2 
0 
Totals 
,,·,, 
Above=Average 
Departments 
Numbet> Per cent 
0 OoOO 
l 3o33 
8 26067 
11 36067 
10 33033 
= 
30 100000 
Below=Average 
Departments 
Number · Per cent 
1 3o33 
5 16067 
5 16067 
11 36067 
8 2606? 
= ~ 
30 100000 
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=================================== 
Mean hours credit 
Difference between the mean 
hours credit of the two groups 
t=value of differende between the 
mean hours credit of the two groups 
I 
= Oo40 
Collegi!_hOU!'s er,,edit in other courses of a .:mechanical n.a~o The 
data presented in Table II show that the teachers in Group One had a 
mean of 2o03 hours IGl"edit in other college cours~s of a mechanical 
nature, and teachers in Group Two had a mean of 2o43 hours credit in 
such courseso The difference of Oo40 in the mean hours credit, in favor 
of Group Tvio, has a t=value of 0088 which is not significant at the five 
per cent levelo Therefore, the null hypothesis cannot be rejectedo 
TABLE XII 
TEACHERS HAVDJG COLLmE ~DlG , D1 FARM STRtTCTUDS 
Above=Average 
Depart~ents 
B~lo-w=Average 
Departments 
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Numl;>er PeF cent Number Per cent 
Yes 
No 
Totals 
4 
26 
.30 
Chi=square value of the degree of 
100000 
association between groups OoOO 
4 
26 
.30 
· Teachers havil!S college courses in farm structures o The data 
pt"esented in Table nr show that only l.3o"3.3 per cent of the teach~rs 
in both Group One and Group Two had taken any college·courses dealing 
· -with farm structures o Though the data show no difference between the 
two groups, they are revealing in that they do point up an area in 
which nearly all teachers are in need of either college training or 
in-service trainingo Since the data show no difference the null hypo= 
thesis is tenableo 
Teachers having college. training in farm surveyingo Table XIII 
·--------··· ..... --.-. ---
indicates that 7.3o3.3 per cent of the teachers in Group Two had received 
college trainil'lg in farm surveying, while only 4.3b.3.3 per eent of the 
teachers in Group One had received such trainingo The chi=square value 
of 5055, in favor of Group Two, is signifiO:ant at the five per cent leveL 
36 
Theref~rej the null hypothesis is rejectedo This finding is somewhat 
surprising and upon first consideration is rather difficult to under= 
stando However, the investigator feels that this significant difference 
should not be taken to mean that college training in farm surveying has 
an adverse effect upon the teaching of farm mechanicso A more plausable 
explanation of this finding might be that due to the relati~ely low credi\ 
hour requirement in agriculture engineering for teacher certification in 
vocational agrirnilture, teachers electing to take the course in farm sur= 
veying may be doing so at the expense of semirlng more breadth of usable 
training throughout the total area of farm mechanicso It further seems 
plausable that teachers who have had training in farm surveying may tend 
to over emphasize that area of fa.rm mechanics, and in doing so possibly 
neglect other areaso Obviously this would result in an unbalanced pro= 
gram which would likely be scored lo~o 
TABL'E XIII 
TEACHERS WITH COttmE TRAIN!.ING IN FARM SURVEYING 
AboverAverage 
'\Departments 
Number 
Yes 13 
No l? 
Tota.ls .30 
Chi=square value of the degree 
of association.between groups 
Per cent 
43033 
56067 
c::;::::::=:::: ==-= 
100000 
* = 5/55 · 
Signific&nt at the five per ~ent levelo 
Below=Average 
Departments 
Number Per cent 
22 73033 
8 26067 
30 100000 
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In substantiation of the af orego1ng explanation, it may be pointed 
out that Table XI indicates that teachers in Group Two had a mean of 
only 2o43 college hours credit in mechanical courses other than farm 
shop and farm machineryo The farm survey course carries two hours of 
eredit, therefore those teachers electing farm surveying had an average 
total of only' Oo43 hour credit in farm structures, soil and water con= 
servation structures other than that in the farm surveying course1 and 
irrigation practiceso This would indicate a deficiency in these areas, 
one of which= farm structures= is thought to be of the utmost impor= 
tance in developing successful programs of instruction in farm mechanieso 
TABLE XIV 
TEACHERS WITH COLI.l!BE TR.Ammo m son. AND WATm CONSERVATION STRUCTUR!S 
' 
Yes 
No 
Totals 
Above=Average 
Department 
7 
23 
.30 100000 
BeloW=Average 
Department 
Number hr cent 
12 
18 
.30 
40000 
60000 
J,OOoOO 
======================~============= 
Chi=square value of the deg1•ee 
of association between groups = lo78 
Teachers havin~ college training in soil an~ water conserv~tion 
structureso Table XIV shows that only 40 per cent of the teachers in 
Group Two and only 23033 per cienti of those in Group One had received 
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college training in soil and water conservation structureso Although 
the data do not show any significant difference between the two groups, 
they do reveal another area in which more teachers need training, espe= 
'· 
cially of the in=serviee type o . Since the chi=s·quare value of 1 o 75, in 
favor of Group Two, is considerably below that required for signifi= 
• 
canoe at the five per cent level, the null hypothesis is tenableo 
TABLE XV 
TEACHERS WITH COLLIDE TRAINING IN IRRIGATION PRACTICES 
Yes 
No 
Totals 
Above=Av.erage 
Department 
Number Fer cent 
7 
23 
.30 
·fl·o33 
76067· 
100000 
Below=Average 
Department 
Number Per eent 
7 
23 
= 
30 100000 
===========F====================== 
Chi-square value of the degree 
of association between groups OoOO 
Teachers having coll~e tl!."aining in irr~gati~ practices" The 
q.ata in Table XV show that only 23033 per cent of the t.eachers in both 
G~oup One and Group Two had received college training in irrigation 
practieeso The rapid growth of irrigation farming in Oklahoma Sllg= 
gests that the teachers may be needing college training in this areao 
Since the data show no difference between the two groups, the nu.11 
hypothesis cannot be r&j~ctedo 
Yes 
No 
Totals 
TABLE XVI 
TEACHERS ~EIVING ORGANIZED.CIVILIAN MJOOHANICAL 
TRAINING BELOW THE COLLmE LEVEL 
Above=Average 
Departments 
Number Per cent',.. 
8 
.22 
30 100000 
Below.=Average 
Departments 
10 
20 
.30 100000 
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=========-========================= 
Chi-square value of the degree 
of association between groups 
Teachers receiving organized civilian mechanical training below 
the college level o Table XVI indicates that only eight per cent of the 
teachers in Group One and only 10 per cent of those in Group Two had 
received any ·org~tzed civilia~ me~hanical training below the college 
level. The chi;,,square value of Ool.4.ll in favor of Group Two, is greatly 
below that required for significance ai} the .five per cent level o 'l'hus, 
the mill hypothesis cannot be rejectedo 
Teachers reeeivi!'!€; instruction o.f .!.mechanical nature in the Br!fl~ 
forc~s~ The data in Table XVII reveal that 33033 per cent o.f the teach= 
era in Group One had received instruction of a mechanical nature while 
serving in the armed :f'orces.,, while only 16067 per cent of ~he teachers 
in Group Two had received such trainingo Although there is a considerable 
40 
differenee in these pereentages9 the ehi=square value of lo42, in favor 
of Group One~ is not signifi©ant at the five per cent levelo There= 
TABLE XVII 
TEACHERS REOEIVmG INSTm.T~TION OF A MECHANICAL NATURE m THE ARMED FORCES 
!es 
No 
Total~ 
Abovie=Average 
Departments 
10 
20 
BeloV=Average 
Departments-
5 
25 
30 100000 
==================================== 
Chi=squwrie value or the degree 
of association between grou:pB lo42 
Teachers having well equipped farm. shops on their home farms ~hile 
el!ll"olled llil high schoolo The data Jllil:'®Sented in Table XVIII show that 
of thoie te~~he~~ in Group 'f'wo had well equipped f.wrm ~ho~ on their 
. . 
home farms while they were ~l!ll"olled in high schoolo The chi=square value 
of Oo09» in favor of Group ~o~ i~ not signifi©ant at the five per cent 
levelo Therefore9 the null hypoth®sis eannot be rejeet~do 
,, 
TABLE XVIII 
TEA.CmfflS HAVING WELL !XWIPPED FARM SHOPS ON THEIR HOME 
FADS WHILE THE! W1mE ffiROLLED IN HIGH SCHOOL 
Above=Avmoage 
lDepart:menta 
No 
Totals 30 
Chi=square value of the degree 
of aaaoeiation bet'l!W~~n g,.,oupa . 
100000 
TABLE XII 
Below=.Average 
Departments 
8 
22 
.30 
TEACHERS RECEIVING FARM .MmHANICS INSTRUCTION IN HIGH SCHOOL 
Above=Avell"agie Bielo-w=Ave:11:"age 
D~pu>·tllfi~nts Depalftments 
Nwnber hr cent Number P@r cent 
Yea 8 26067 7 23033 
No 22 73033 2.3 7606'1 
Totals 30 100000 30 100000 
Chi=square value of the degree 
of assoeiation between grou~ Oo09 
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Teachers receiving farm mechanics instruction while enrolled in 
high schoolo Table XDC reveals that only 26067 per cent of the 
teachers in Group One, and only 2303.3 per cent of those in Group Two, 
had received any farm mechanics instruction whiie enrolled in high 
sehoolo While this table provides no information as to the quality 
of instruction received, it does reveal that in regard to the number 
of teachers receiving such instruction, no significant difference 
exists between the two groupso Therefore, the mill hypothesis cannot 
be rejeetedo 
TABLE XX 
TEACHERS RECEIVING OTHER Sl10P TRAINING WHII.E ffiROLLED 1N HIGH SCllQOL 
Yes 
No 
Totals 
Above=Average 
Departments 
Number Per oent 
8 
22 
.30 100000 
Chi=square value of the degree 
of association between group; 
BeloW=Average 
Departments 
Number Per cent 
16 
14 
30 100000 
Teachers receiving other shop- training .. Viilile enrolled in high 
sehoolo The data presented in Table XX reveal that 53033 per cent of 
the teachers in Group Two had received other shop training while en= 
rolled in high se},lool, while only 26067 per cent of those teachers in 
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Group Oxite had receiv~d su!Clh. iimsitru©tiono Th.ltil diffe:irifil':ll©~ of 2606'1 ~r 
cent blil!tV<Dem the two groups has a ©hi=~quare value or 4 044)) in favor 
of Group 1\vo o A chi=sqtuu0 e valu~ of' this magnitude i~ ~ignifi©ant at 
the five pell." cent lievelo Th~@fore9 the m:a.11 eypotheais mst be re= 
Dat~ Regaf'ding the Chall:"a~treristite or the School &rwoll:m~t& 
S@hool Physi©al Pl!!llt, S©hool Poli©ie$p and Chara~teristica 
Pe?'taining to the Vo~ational Agriwlture Department 
The ©halracteriatics ~on©erning th~ ~©hool and the vocational agri= 
culture deprur"tmellilt were categori~ed into the following fowrteen items 
or consideration& {l) avie!:'age emrollm~t in high school during the last 
tvo ye~~i {2) average el!llll"ollm.ent in vo©ational agrirulture du.ring the 
last two ye~ai {3) hmll"e 0£ inst:il:U©tion per week for ea@h all=day 
class in vo~ational agirirn1lture, (4) depart,ments of vo@ational agriieul= 
tUF'e having young f'mumer ®leHeB, (5} average emool~t in young farm= 
eT elasaes, {6} depal"tm~t~ having adult twc>mer classes, (7} average 
enrollment in adult fa:il'.°liileir ©lasaeli]l, {8) departments having shop f'a@ili= 
ties available for use, (9) d®palr'tm~,t~ ~hwr,ing shop facilitie~.with 
other d~J)i:IJMt,menta in the lo©al high s©hool, {10} departments in whieh 
a s~op was available at th~ tilift<e of the J)lr'e~ent teaohe.w 0s initial em= 
ploym.ent in thie depal"tmel!'Ati (11} departm§ts in 'Wllhi~h the 11C1hiot0l ad.min= 
istration providesi a budg~t for .fimi.1~l'tMlling th@ f'Wl:"m m.eehani©~ program, 
{12} available shop floor spa~e p~ student enrolled in the largest of 
the all=day ~lasses in vo~ational agri«:.Ulture, {13) fOUl"=year time 
allotment for farm me©hanics instl"ll@tion, and {14) departments in which 
the station methodj or a modified v~sio~~ i~ uaed in taa~hing farm 
. T.ABtE XII 
~UfflCI DISTRIBUTION·. OF THE AVERAGE DROI.Lm'T IN 
HIGH SCHOOL DURING THE LAST NO 1EARS . 
Claas Intervalj 
Average Enrollment 
276=Plus 
251=275 
226=250 
201=225 
176=200 
151=175 
126=150 
101=125 
76=100 
51=75 
Totals 
Above=Average 
Departm~ts 
3 lOoOO 
0 OoOO 
2 6067 
4 1.3033 
1 3o33 
2 6067 
4 1.3 o:3.3 
1 .3 o.3.3 
6 20000 
7 230:.33 
30 lOCLOO 
Below-=.Average 
Departments 
Number Per eent 
4 
2 
1 
1 
3 
2 
4 
0 
6 
'1 
30 
13c.3.3 
606'1 
3o33 
3o33 
lOoOO 
6067 
13033 
OoOO 
20000 
23033 
=========================== ======= 
Mean average enrollment 
Differen©e betw®en the mean 
average enrollments 
t=value_of ditfe~en©e betwee~ 
the mean average enrollment~ 
--------------
183000 
= Oo75 
.Ave~age_. enrolfme~~ i~_ hig~. srCJh~?l du~.~~!: l~!~ ~. ~~~~!. l.!.~.o 
The data preisen.ted in T:a.ble XII show t,hat the average enrollment in the 
high schools of Group One was 1660679 vhile the average enrollment in 
the high schools of Group Two '\IVaS 1830 The difference of 26o37ii in the 
favor of Group Two.11 has a t=value of only Oo''!5 whi©h is not signifi((:Jant 
at the five per ®ent levelo Th~refor®~ the mill hypothesis Gannot be 
rejectedo 
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TABLE XXII 
~CY.DISTRIBUTION OF THE Avm.AGE :DNROLLM!NT 1N ALL=DAY CLASSES 
m·vooATICNAL AGRICULTURE FOR THE LAST TWO SCHOOL '!EARS 
Class Interval, 
Average l!nrollment 
66=Plus 
61=65 
56.=60 
51=55 
46=50 
41=45 
.36=40 
.31=35 
26=.30 
21=25 
Totals 
Above=Average 
Departments 
Number Per ~ent 
2 606'1 
0 (LOO 
0 OoOO 
3 lOoOO 
5 16067 
; 16067 
2 6067 
:, 16067 
5 16067 
.3 10000 
= c---- -=r, 
.30 100000 
BeloW=Average 
Departments 
Number Per cent 
0 OoOO 
o. OoOO 
0 OoOO 
4 13033 
0 OoOO 
4 1.30.33 
7 2.3033 
7 2,3 o.3.3 
6· 20000 .. 
2 6067 
t==;:i.::_.;:.:=;:..:;;:J 
.30 100000 
=======~=========~================= 
Mean average enrollment 
Differenoe bet~een the mean 
average enrollments 
t=value or differen~e between the 
mean average enrollments 
37020 
L21 
Av~ra~ ~~j? in ~"',dq ~l!!!e! ~ ..Y!! las~ t,!2, ~o The 
data in Table :Q:II ~ho~ that Group Otil.e has a mean average enrollment of 
40 o 57 j) while Group 'fil!o has a :mean aver·age or YI 020 o The dif'f erence or 
.3o37 bet'IN/een the means of ·the two groups has a t=vaJ.uli:l of L20 whl.ch is 
well below that required for $1gnifiean©e at the five per e1ent leveL 
Therefore1 the null hypothesis may be considered as tenabl~o 
TABLE XXIII 
AVERAGE HOURS OF INSTRUCTION PER WEEK FOR EACH ALL=DAY CLASS 
IN VOCATIONAL AGRICUL'l'URE 
HOllrs Per Week 
6 
Totals 
Above=Average 
Departments 
Number Per cent 
8 2606? 
22 
30 lOOoOO 
BeloW=A.verage 
Departments 
Number . Per cent 
2 
28 9.3 o.3.3 
= 
.30 100000 
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--============?==================== 
Chic.;,sqµ.a.re valure of' the degree 
of assooiation between groups JoOO 
~ . ..d>. b~=-' --..-·- --·--· . ----
!!!!~ .. ~. !:!.. :t.natruc~. :e!~ ~ :2-1: ea~h all~ay elass ~ 
·~opati(!!!! !e'.!~-!.! ~ Table XXIII indicates that 73 g:;3 per oent ot 
the al1""'3.ay ~laa1es or vocational ag~iillill.lture in the departments of 
Group 0.0..e met for fiV$ hg;/1,tr, of i~,tru~tion pe~ week, and 93Q3) pa~ 
eent of the ,:i,l;;.,d,~y· cla1111:1~1 1Xl Q:roup 'h/o m!!tt f'@r f:tv, bour, p1:1:co ~1111eikQ 
The ¢:lhi.,..19qµ,81"e value of. 3 rOC>, in favor of' Group 04e)) is not 1ip.if':l~iant 
at tbe five per,, cent level. Tb,:r1,f'o:ref the null hypotbe"i!!I oumgt be 
' 
rejeotedo Thia table retera to the total hours of instruction per 
week in vocational. agriwlture)l not: just to 'tr,he f'ar:m meehan:les phase 
ot vo~ational agri~ltureo 
TABLE XXIV 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE·DEP.ART.Mli}iTS HAVlNG YOONG FARMER CLASSES 
.Above=Average 
Departments 
Number 
Yes 13 
No 17 
~ 
Totals 30 
Chi~square value of the degree 
or asao~iation betveen groups 
Per cent 
43033 
56067 
100000 
= LOG 
BelOW=Average 
Departments 
Number Per cent 
17 56067 
13 4)o.3.3 
= = 
30 100000 
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Vo~atio~ ~~1~;:! d~.P~eµ!;! hav~ l..~S faE!}~ ~-!!!!~~~:> 
The data presented in Table XIIV lllldirG:at~.tha:t only 43033 pier cent of 
the departments in Group One have ;fitlUlllg farmer classesll md onl:r 56067 
I 
in pereent,age1 . in favor of G?'oup ~oj) ha&>J a ~hl.=square value or only 
L06 whicih is 1C1cmsidera1bly belo'ili/ that requi:rred f'or significance at the 
f'i1re per ~e:Qt levelo Thereforl!ll, the null hypothesis cannot be rej erotedo 
The data presented in ·this table indi~ate that there is a need for the 
TABLE XIV 
FR».WENCY lDIS'.mIBUTIQN OF THE AVERAGE fflROLLMENT DJ YOONG 
FA.RMm. CLASS!:3-FOR THE LAST TWO ?EARS 
Class Interval, 
Nwnber ~lled 
31=35 
26=30 
21=25 
16=20 
11=15 
6=10 
1=5 
0 
Totals 
Above=Average 
Departments 
0 OoOO 
0 OoOO 
l 30:33 
0 OoOO 
5 1606'1 
6 20000 
1 3o33 
17 5606'1 
= 
.30 100000 
BeloW=Average 
Depa:il:'tmen.ts 
Number Per cent 
l 3,,33 
0 OoOO 
0 OoOO 
.3 10000 
4 1303.3 
8 26067 
0 OoOO 
14 46067 
=::;;::::..~ c=::c:=:·--::;::=> 
,, 
30 100000 
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======?====================~====== 
Mean average enrollment in yoimg 
tanner Glasses 
Differen~e bet~eeD'the mean 
average emtj>llment 
t=value of difference betw~~ tha 
mean average enrollment = L:28 
~ enrollment, in. ~g_ f al"llller ~lass.4,~ o The data in Table 
nv-~ho~ _that the meai11 average erut"Ollment in young f'anner classes for 
_the last two years for Group One is only 4,o 77, while the mean average 
for Group Two is '10270 The difference ot 2o50~ in favor of Group 'l\l'oj 
has a t 0 value of lo28 ~hich i~ not significant at the five per cent 
levelo 'l'h~refore the null hypothesis c~ot be rejectedo 
TABLE XXVI 
·vOOATION.AL·AqRICOI,TtmE DJPARTMENTS HAVING ADtlLT FARMER CLASSES 
No 
Totals 
Above=Average 
Departments 
Number Per cent 
28 93033 
30 100000 
_Below=Avsrage 
· Departments 
Number Per cent 
28 9.3 o.3.3 
2 
= 
30 
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================================== 
Ohi=sqt:1.are value of the degree 
of a~soeiation bet~een groups OoOO 
The data presented illil Table I.XVI indi©ates that 9303.3 per cent of 
both Group One an~ G.roup ~o ~onduet adult farmer Glasses o T'he chi= 
square value of OoOO indi~ates no differencej therefore the null hy= 
pothesis cannot be rej ell",ted.., _ 
Average enrollment in adul~ f!U".mer olasse~ for the last two 
~al"f5o As show in Table XIVII~ the :mean average e:m"ollment in the 
adult farmer clas~ea or Group One- ia 23025, while Group 1'110 has a 
I 
mean average enrolln~nt 'or 20083.in adult farmer classeso The dif= 
rerence of 2<:42 in the means or the t,-~o groups has a t=value or 
Oo5.4, a favor of Group Oneo Tb.is value is not a:~gnifieant at the 
five per cent level~ therefore~ the null hypothe~is earmot be reje©tedo 
Class 
TABLE XXVII 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF l'HE,AVERAGE ENROLLMmT IN ADULT 
FARMER CLASSES FOR THE LAST TWO SCHOOL ?EARS 
Intervalj Above=!verage BeloV=Average 
Number Enrolled Departments Departments 
50 
............................ ~_, __ --•·..-~-· ~~--" - ......... __,_,.,__.-~_,.,.,,.,.- --•= 
---·-----™= 
Number Per relent 
=~=--------. --~~-=---...,.,..,., 
46=Plus 
41=45 
36=1+0 
31=.35 
26=30 
21=2:5 
16=20 
11=15 
6=10 
1=5 
0 
Totals 
Mean average enrollment 
Diff'erieinCJe between. the m~an 
average enrollments 
1 
0 
4 
l 
0 
2 
7 
11 
2 
0 
2 
.30 
t=value or differanc~ between the 
mean ave1'("age enrollmerAtiE 
3o.33 
OoOO 
1.30.33 
3o33 
OoOO 
6067 
23033 
.36067 
6067 
OoOO 
6067 
== 
100000 
Number Per cent 
1 3oJ3 
1 3.33 
4 13033 
0 OoOO 
1 3o33 
2 6067 
6 20000 
6 20000 
1 3o.33 
2 607 
6 20000 
30 100000 
2008.3 
0.54 
:Vo~atio~al.: agri®lt,uire ~putment_! having shop f'acili tie~. avail= 
.!!.ll~.'.' 'The data pre1Sented in Table. IIVIII show that 100 per ~ent of the 
department~ in Group &e hav·e /Shop f'ae:ilitiea available j while only 76 o 67 
per cent of those departmall'.l.t!5 in Group ".!\i>o have such facilities available o 
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TABLE IIVIII 
V'OOATIONAL AGRIOOLT'O'RE DEPARTMENTS HAVlllG SHOP FACILITIES AVAILABLE 
~.!~ 
--=---------· 
Yes 
lo 
Total&,'! 
Above=.Average 
. Depa'iftment$ 
.30 lOOuOO 
0 OaOO 
r.---·-_:::.:...;_.) 
30 lOOaOO 
Belo~Average 
JDepartments 
Number Peir cent 
23 ?6067 
7 23 .3.3 
c=--== 
30 100000 
=================================== 
Chi=square value of the degree 
of SJ:iso©1.ation bet'i/een group.9 
=================================== 
_., ... _......., 
The dif.f'e:renoe of 2.'.3 o 3.3 pel" ©ie:ut 9 in favor or Group One~ in departments 
having 13hop faailitiea available~ :is si.gnif'icant a.t the five per ,,ent 
pothesis is reje~tedo 
the data in the above table '\\i/ith that report®d in Table XXI1 eon~e?"Kiling 
the pereentage or vocational agricrultu~al depart~ents in which a shop 
vas alreadr available at the ti.me of the preaent teacher 0s initial em= 
plo1Jllient in the departiiento Su©h a ~OJmllaTirsor.ll is likely to be .fOWll.d 
T.ABLE llll 
VOCATIONAL .AGRICULTmm DEPARTMENTS SHARING SHOP FACILITIF.S WITH 
OTHER DEPARTMENTS IN THE HIGH SCHOOL 
.Above=Average 
·Deputment~ 
4 
26 
Totals 30 
Chi=square value ,o.f t)1e deg~e 
of as~o©iation between grou.p~ 
100000 
BeloW=Average 
llepartmen.t.s 
6 
17 
30 100000 
-.... ----·---.,-·--·--~----·---------.-----··----·----
Vo!Clational ~iw.ltun ~e.Pfilftment~ sbarl}lg sh.£!!. .faeili ~ie~ with 
£.~l!~.~ d_eyartment~ _in. the high _ei©h.ool. Table XIU: indicates that only 
l3o33 per ©e~t of th~ vocatio~al agriculture departments in Group One 
shared ~hop faeilitiea with othe~ high B©h~ol departments, ~her®as 
26oOS per ~ent of tho~e depal'ti'.lents in Group T\vo shal"ed shop facili= 
tieao Hcrwever~ the iahi=squlll"e v·alue of Oo91+, in f'~vor of GToup ~o» 
. 
is not ~igmf'i©iOO.t at the five per ~ent laveL ThEf.11.•ef'oN? the null 
hypothesis ~al!'mlot be reje@tedd While sharing shop faeilitie~ is 
©el"tainly not eondu~i ve to ~U©@•t=;l:'l~ful prograllllS of rarm medb.anic$ !I it 
is en~ouraging to note that suici,~eiSld'ul p:roglt"ams ~an be @ondu©ted, as 
show by the four departmen:te in Group Daer, illl spite of' the hl!IT.1.di©ap 
or having to share ra~ilitie~o 
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TABLE m: 
VOOATIOl,lAL AGRicm.TORE DEF ARTMENTS Dl WHIIC:H SHOP SJ? AIC:E WAS .WUW:,I 
.AVAILABLE WHEN THE PRESEtVT TEACHER Bl!nAN TEACHING 
. IN mE DEPARTMENT ' 
No 
Totals 
Above=Ave.rltge 
Depalftmnt~ 
21 
IC:hi=square value ©:f thie degJI®~ 
of a~~ociati~n between graup~ 
Belo'31/=Average 
Departments 
Number .Per cent 
17 
13 
30 
==================================-
V!D@$.tio~}l1. SMi~}~uire ~!~~,~~;t~ in_ whi~h, ~E.£1> ~~e suasi ,a_!'.::_ 
~ ayailabJ.e wh~ the P!~~e~~ ~@~~~ b~. ~$a~hing in the ~ep$rt= 
m.en_!o 'fbe d~ta pre&11elll\ted in Te.bl~ DX whiow that OJ!l\ly 30 per li)l(fflt of'. 
the vot!!l~tiolliird rag:rioo.ltw1"~ depat"tmmt~ in Gil.''OO.P Dile :had :shop tspaiC!e 
al.read:, available at ·tJheii· tilMii!9 ©,lt' th~ pr~aent teschero!Sl initial employ= 
ment il!ll the department 9 wherct,a/3 5606'1 pell" ©<9lll1.t of' tho&31e in Grou.p Tiwo 
had shop ~Pl!:l.t1:let availa.lbileo fi1ei ~hi=~quue value of 4o.34ll illil favor of 
Group ho9 hi ~ignifi©a~t, at the five p~r ~rent leveL TheNforie~ the 
the wll hypothe~i~ mrst be Jffij~©t~do 'Ebe data pre8ented in thi~ , 
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table augge~t~ that the pTre&'llel!iHJli® or aooen~fi of ~hop_ space at the time 
of the t~a@hero~ ilTilitial emplo~nt i~ not a critical fa@tol" in de= 
teridning ml@~~s~ ifilt dev@l©ping fwrit:m@hsm.c~ progir>~o ThifSl finding 
TABLE In:I 
VO!Cl!TIQUL -Mml©il1L~JO§>mm~ FOR WHICH THE LOCAL SCHOOL 
- .ADM.rn1STR!TI01i PllOVIDES ! BUroE'l' FOR FDlANCIIG 
Totals 
FARM MECEr.ifflitCJS INSTRUClTION 
A'lbwre=.!W~l"age 
IDe~i't,m.mt~ 
tv lJo,l3 
26 86067 
c=-"--··:i 
30 lOOaOO 
Belo'UJ=Average 
Departmemt$ 
2.3 
30 lOOaOO 
===================6==============--
Clhi=i:u111ue Vi!!i.l:ue ~r the deg~e 
of asiso©i~tioltll bret\\11~.efi gll."OO.p!:il CL63 
-------------·--------------------
Y~&:1t,i~1~1f~·~'.! ~1~11.llurc~ ~~en-~! /gr_ 'wllhi@~ ~ .!£.ca_! ~o~ 
admini~t~fyn P.!°?YJ.det!! a_ budS!?Jt J~r the finaneing of ~ ~ 
in~t:ru@tiOJ;:J.o Table XIII i.ln\di©ate~ that only 13033 per @ent or thoBe 
departmelliltl'!l in Group Cme aliild nooe of' the depart:m.ent&il ilTil Group ho 
welr'e provided with a oo.dgret fol' the opera'tioliil of the .farm mechanic~ 
inf3t?U©tional pil:"~gr~mo The eshi=liiquare value of' Oo6:3ll in favor of 
th® null h;rpothedi:t ©S.f.1ll1ilOt be_reje©te.do Although the data in this 
table sho-w that very r~ depart:ment.2!l have a fann me©hani©t:ll budget9 
thb does not indi©ate that t;h~ lo~al adimni~tration doeiS not pre= 
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a~ the need arises 9 rather t,han cm. a budget ba1:Jis o This is a ©ommon 
pro©edure in th~ operation or instmetional programs in a grreat many 
TABLE lllII 
l!'UQUENCI JDISTRIBUTION OF :JeHE AVAILABLE SHOP FLOOR SPACE 
PER STtIDfflT ENROllED IN JLARGEST CLASS 
Clas~ Toterval 9 Kbove=Average 
In Square Feet Departmtmt~ 
·=·~=....,...,.•=·--=-.r:::L~--.=== 
Number 
·....;..;:::.:s.~-"-~·""'"'===-··-r.==--=e··=-='=""'=~-
241=260 1 
221=240 1 
201~:220 l 
181=200 l 
161=180 l 
141~,160 
.3 
121=140 1 
101=120 J 
81=100 6 
61=,80 u1 
41=60 4 21~40 1 
1.~,20 0 
Totals 30 
Mean ~quare feet o:f floor t5parGe 
per student in largeat ~lass · 
Difference bet,ween ·the means of 
the square feet of floor space 
t=value of diff~ren~@ betwe~~ the 
means 
P~r ei~IDlt 
Jo3J 
:1033 
3o33 
JoJJ 
)a33 
lOoOO 
.3a33 
10000 
.20000 
23033 
lJo,3::J 
3o3J 
OaOO · 
100000 
Belo-w=!verag~ 
Depwrtments 
Number Per e~nt 
0 OoOO 
1 3o33 
0 OoOO 
1 3o,3) 
0 CLOO 
1 30:33 
1 3oJJ 
2 6067 
4 13033 
4 1,303.3 
1 23033 
1 3o33 
1 3o3) 
23 100000 
20079 
L.36 
!!&_lable shop flOOl" .~ace ,E!~ . StUde]fit !ltUrolJ.e? in. th!_ M~ 
claeys . in v~e.!!,ional ~J.wJ.t~~~ o '.the. dat,a p:iresented in Table llIII 
show that the mean 8qu:are feet of" floor !Slpae;e per !Sltudent for t~e cle= 
partm.ent~ .in Group One is 10908) 9 while the departments in Group T\wo 
have a mean pf 89004 $1qt1are f®st per ~tu.dent eµrolled in the largest 
eLas~o The diff'~rrginc@ of 20o'19 isqnare feet b~rtveen the two groups has 
a. t=value of of L.36, which i&S not 3igmiifieii!.ll'ilt at the five per eent 
leveL Thell."efore,, the, null hypothesis ©rumot be rejectedo The data. 
presientred in ·thi~ table do irwt wpport the aawmption~ held by llllaDY 
always tho~e located in department~ ehara@teri~ed by larger amounts 
of floor space per ~tudento The data indicate no significant diffe1'= 
en©e betve~n the two grQU.pso 
. . 
Fmll" ~ ti~ allo@at~on. for in~tl'l.l©tion in farm me©hani~so 
The data presented iirt Table llXIII show that the meem number of hours 
allo!Clated fo;r instru©'tion iID. farm me©bni©~ by Group One iii; 187 o 17@ 
whereas Group ~o allo©atad ~ mean or 127056 hour~ for injt:ru©tion 
in farm me©hani©~ during the four ye~r p~l"iodo The differen©e of 
groups has a 1i11t00 t,,en.~t. value of' 4020, in favor or Gl"©l.'i.p Oneo .A rn:t011 
·tes·t value of thi~ mgni tude i@ [!!Jigirdf:Y.©ant at the one per ©ent 
level>' thenf'oll"ej the null h:,pot,he~hi iri:i reje©t~do The data in this 
table appear to bear out the ~ommonly held opinion that while time 
along does not eiiisure euceCle~s j the :allotment or a suffic:ien:t amount 
0£ time is ©erla.inly one of' the pre.lf'@Jqlli~i tes for the establishment 
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hourr£l alloted for in~tirn.©tion i1l.il f.!!!.J!'-'Jlll ime©hanili;;lS b;r Group Two, in Table 
XXIIIIv ~a~ ealerulated with ml! N of 23j ~hi©h is the number of depart= 
TABI,E XIIIII 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION 01 THE FOOR 1Em Tl'ME !I.LOCATION FOR 
D'SmlJC'l'IO?~ m FARM :MECHANICS 
Class Tu.tel"Valj Hou.rs Above=,.Average BeloW=A.verage 
' of Ir.i.struirition Deps!J."tment ijepartment 
NuiMber Per ~ent, )fumber Per ©ent 
326=350 0 OoOO 1 4n34 
301=325 0 OoOO 0 OoOO 
276=300 2 6.o-67 0 OoOO 
251,=2?5 0 OoOO 0 OoOO 
226=250 3 lOoOO 0 OoOO 
.201=22:5 5 16067 l 4,o.34 
176=200 3 10000 3 1Jo04 
151=,175 6 20000 ~ l.JoO.f+ 
126=150 4 13033 4 l'foJ8 
101=120 ; 16067 5 21.75 
76=100 2 6067 6 26oOS 
t=-----:-=-=-==.:::..:i 
Totals .· .30 lOOoOO 23 100000 
==~~========~====================== 
Mean hours or in.stro~tion 
·n:1rriereit1~e between t,he me.ctn 
hours of instru.Gtion 
t=value of diffeirenGe between the 
:mean hours or in~truction 
187,,1"7 127056 
======~==========~================= 
** Signifi©a.n.t at the one per ~~nt level. 
TABLE IXIIV 
VOCATIONAL AGRimrtTURE·DEPARTMENTS m WICH THE STATION METHOD~ OR A 
MODIFIED VERSION» IS USED 1B TEACJIING FARM MECHANICS CLASSES 
No 
Totals 
Above=Average 
Departments 
Number Per icen.t 
18 
12 
30 · 100000 
Belo~=Average 
Departments 
2L74 
18 
23 
==============~==================== 
Chi=:squue value of th~ degrere 
of as~ociation .between groups 
Departments in lUhi©lh ~ha ~tat,ion method., or a. :modi.f'ied ver~~o~, _is 
used in_ teaehin_g f'ann lliWIChanics.o Table :m:IV iD.dicate~ that 60 per 
it:'!ent or the teach<!rs in the deparliientB or Group O'.irie ari:, u.1dng the ita= 
tio.n method)) or a mdi . .f'ied ver~ionj in -the t®aching or fru:-m me©banictS 
si.gnifirc:ant at the five per ll!lent level;, therefore,. the null hypothesis 
ia :rej eccited,, Su.eeess.ful tea<i.mer1'3 u~ in general agreement that the u~e 
of' the station method, o:i:·' :a modified version, is c.ertainly a contri.bu~ 
ing factor in effectivl9 p.rogi''em of instruction, in=/8.t!l"'':m.u©h as it helps 
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and to a somewhat le~~er degree 9 all of the other areas of the farm 
mechanicis phase of vocational agricultureo 
Data Regarding the Eeonomic Characteristics of the Service 
A.rea of the School Districts 
.Data regarding the economiei Clharaeteri~tics or the servicie area 
of the sGhool districts include the following selected itemsg {l} av= 
erage a.Gres pe!" f'armi (2} aveJE>ag'~ value of' cultivated land per acre; 
(3) average value of pasture land per .acre, {4) average number of 
beef cattle per farm, (5) average number of dairy c~ttle per far:mi 
{6) average mrmber of ~wine p~r farm, {7) average number or poultry 
per farm, {8) per cent of r~ having pre~sure water systems, (9) 
per eent of f aHJJB hav:b.1g modem pluirubing B:yllte:ms , {lo) per cent of . 
farms haviing tra~tor~; (11) average number of tractors per fa.rm; (12) 
per cent of' fa~ having true;k:!3 9 ll10t, in©luding pickups i (1.3) per <Gent 
of farms ha,rirl.g <eiombine!S and/or other large item of hs.rveat equiP"" 
ment; (14) per oent of f'a.ntJS having in'igation systems; (15) per <Gent 
of farm having f'ldlMll mec'.i.um1i©~ .f'atd.li ties whi~h are used, (l6) per , 
eerlt of fa!"illW having ele«:rtr'i@ !ll',1,d/0:r· a©etylene welders; and {1'7=25} 
per c~nt of vo©ational agri©Ultur~ departments in who~e service areas 
~heat9 cotton~ forage ©rops 9 grain ~orghumsj peanuts~ eornj beef~ 
dairying~. lSl1winei or· poultry producition are :major enterpr-lseso 
_Ave~_!g! ~~!::!.~ -~!' ..f..!~~ !!'.!. !:~~ 1;1~ ar~~ _of }he _s21Ki5,:l;_ distriG!:~o 
The data in Table XXIV sho~ that the mean average acres per farm in the 
TABJLE :mv 
FlllQUENC! DISTRIBUTION OF THE .AVERAGE ACRES PER FARM 1N 
THE SERYICE ~ OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Clae8 Tote.rvalj 
A~r.es 
90l=Plus 
8'.5lc;.;90Q 
801=850 
751=800 
701~~750 
651='100 
601,=650 
551=600 
501=5:50 
451=500 
401,=,450 
351=400 
301=350 
25.lcc,300 
201=2;0 
151=200 
101,=>150 
Tota.ls 
Above~Average 
De pll'tmen ts 
•..J:.'.lr..,,~~a.-.u~~-m=· 
Number Per Gent 
1 3o3.J 
l 3o3J 
0 OoOO 
0 OoOO 
0 OoOO 
0 OoOO 
1 3o)J 
l 3a33 
0 OoOO 
0 OuOO 
1 Jo)) 
2 6067 
3 lOoOO 
4 1.3033 
6 20000 
.9 .30000 
l .3 o.33 
.: __ =:....=, 
:30 100000 
Below.=Aver-age 
Departme11ts 
Number Per i®ent 
1 3o33 
0 OoOO 
0 OoOO 
0 OoOO 
0 OoOO 
0 OoOO 
0 OoOO 
0 OoOO 
0 OoOO 
2 6067 
l )o3:3 
3 lOoOO 
6 20000 
:2 6067 
5 16067 
5 16067 
5 16067 
2-~ C ---
.30 100000 
================================== 
Mean average a.creii\3 per fwl:':m 
f't.i!r' the t\1wo group&11 
Differen~e between the mean 
average arena par ram of 
the two groups 
t=value of differen~e bet~een 
the mean average ac1tes per 
fa.rm of the two group~ 
60 
61 
and ·therefore the null hypo:the~i.s may be 1!1.CGepted as tenableo 
TABtE mvr 
FRF.QUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE F.STOO.TED VALUE OF CULTIVATED 
LAND PER ACRE lN THE SERVICE AREA OF THE SCHOOL 
Class Interval, Above=AVelt"age Belo\\l=Average 
Dolla:irs per !Gre Departments Departments 
·:Number Per" ~ient Number Per ~ent 
$271~.300 2 6067 l 3o33 
241=270 1 3oJ.3 1 30:33 
211=240 0 OoOO 0 OoOO 
181=210 
' 
16067 3 lOoOO 
151=180 l 3o33 3 lOoOO 
121=150 5 1606,7 4 1Jo.3J 
91=120 a 2606'1 6 20000 
61=90 3 lOoOO 8 26067 
31=60 3 lOoOO 4 13033 
1=30 2 606'1 0 OoOO 
c--..... r·-··-- - -, 
Totals 30 lOOuOO 30 100000 
====~============================= 
Mean average value of coo.lt,i vat~d 
land per ae~e $135000 $121000 
Dif'-ferencie bet~een the :me~ average 
value of ~11ltivateid land per a.<G~® 
t=value of diff~~n~e between th~ 
means 0/'16 
Es~~ma~_ed valu~ o:;' ~ult:i.vY:~!!d land _per afil'! in ~e .!~ .!!!! 
of th~ scihool,,o The data in Table D:XVI indiciate ·that the mean average 
value of r::.mltivated laimd per a«.'Jl"e. for the school distri.ct~ in Group 
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average value of $121000 per a~reo The difference or $14000 per .acre 
' 
' in the mean avell"age value of land betveen the two groups has a t=value 
of only Oo 76'7 ·~hil(;lh 1a greatl;r belo'w/1 t'he t=value of 2o00 needed for 
aignificance at the :five per ©ent levelo ThereforeJ the null hypo= 
theaiB cannot be rejectedo 
TABLE XXXVII 
~UENCI DISTRIBUTION OF THE ESTIMATED VALUE PER ACRE 
OF PASTURE.LAND IN THE SERVICE AREA OF THE SCHOOL 
Class Int·erval,, 
Dollars per A.ere 
.Above=.A.verage 
De~tment~ 
-------··· --~-
$91=,100 
81=90 
71=80 
61=70 
51=60 
41=50 
31=40 
21.;.30 
11=20 
Totals 
Nwnber 
4 
0 
5 
2 
2 
5 
8 
2 
1 
. 
JO 
I Mean aveirage value of pasturte 
land per ,iwire · 
Differen~e between the mean~ of 
the average values per a~Te 
t=value of' dif'f'erenoe 'be"t,ween 
the· means 
Per eent 
13033 
OaOO 
16067 
6067 
6067 
1606'1 
2606"7 
6067 
3o3J 
C:.-• .-.'....-..:::......:....:=:. 
100000 
$58000 
BeloW=Average 
Depall."tmenti& 
--------·---
Number Per cent 
1 3o33 
2 6J:J? 
4 l3oJ.3 
3 10000 
6 20000 
3 10000 
4 lJoJJ 
6 20000 
1 3o.'33 
. r::::=·· ==::=, 
30 100000 
6.3 
Estimated average ~e per_ acre of pasture'~~! ~ervi~~ 
' . 
area of the school di~tricto 
- -· - ------· -----
1'1le data presen'ted in Table XXXVII show 
that the mean average value of' pasture land in Grou.p Cme is $58000 
per,a®re, whereas Group 'h'o has a meal1l\ average value of $54000 per 
aereo The difference of' $4000 per acre in the mean average value be= 
tween the·- two groo.ps has a t=value or Oo67" whicih is not significant 
at the .five per e~nt lervelo Therefore, the null hypothesis iGannot be 
rejectedo 
. . . 
land on whieh ther~ is no or only seattered treeso Heavy timber land 
or waste land of any kind i~ not eoosidered in calculating the av~rage 
value of pasture lando ' 
Estimated average m1mber of be~r ~attle per farm in the service 
--·· --- - -- -- --·- ..___ 
' gea -of. the sie:hool o An examill).a.tiollil of the data pre~ented in Table 
lXXVIIt l"eV·eals tha.t Group Ona ha.lS a llrean ave1~age of 33 o S7 head of 
beef ©attle per farii in the !!leJMl·i~e area or· ·the Sll:lhool~ ~hell"®et.l Group 
Two haB a. mean av~rag'.! cf 33 o 50 bead of beef' ©:attle per f'arm in the i". <;.l· 
&13e:rvi@e all."ea of· the s~hool. The dif'f'eren@e or Oo37 bet'Ween the mean 
average number or beer ©attle per f'm'm of '·the t·'MVo group~ has a t=value 
of only 00041 whiGh is not ~igni.fl.ciant at the five per cent leveL 
Ther~f'orel) the r.m.11 hypothesill3 m~ be teion.sidered as: tenableo 
TABLE llXVIII 
FR~UENCY DISTRIBUTION.OF ffi F.STIMATED AVERAGE NUMBER OF 
, BEEF CATTLE PER FARM D1 THE SERVICE .AREA OF THE SCHOOL 
Class Interval» 
Head per Farm 
121=132 
10~120 
97=108 
85=96 
73=84 
61=72 
49=60 
37=48 
25=36 
13~-24 
1=12 
Totals 
.Above=Average 
Depm>tments 
·.,.._ .... ,.......,_-=·.·~---....... 
Number Per cent 
1 3o33 
0 OoOO 
l 3.33 
0 OaOO 
1 .'.L33 
1 3o33 
2 6067 
.2 6067 
8 26067 
rl'J; j 23033 
1 23033 
30 lOOoOO 
BeloV=Average 
Departments 
Nwnber Per cent 
1 3o33 
0 OoOO 
1 3oJ3 
0 OoOO 
0 OoOO 
0 OoOO 
.2 . 6067 
2 6067 
13 4.3oJ.3 
5 1606?' 
6 20000 
=-;::) 
30 100000 
=========~========================= 
Mean average lllWllber or' bee.f 
©attle p~r .fel"'llll 
t=value of di:l'f'er~ bet\li/$en 
mean~ 
33,,;o 
TABJL,E mn 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE ESTIMATEJD AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAmY 
CATTLE PER FARM m THE SERVICE AREA OF THE SCHOOL 
Claaa Tutervalj) Above=Avera.ge 
· Head per Fal"i!il Department~. 
NWl'iber Per ~rent 
1'1=18 
15=16 
13~14 
ll612 
9=10 
7c=8 
5=6 
.3=4 
1=2 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
3 
l 
7 
6 
6 
4 
C::.:.::::::=l 
Totals 30 
Mean av~rage num'ibelt' of dai.ey-
©at,tle p~r f alr'm · 
· 3oJ:J 
6067 
OoOO 
OoOO 
10000 
3o33 
2.'.3a33 
20a00 
20000 
-· 13033 
c:::::::: ·- - -, 
100000 
BeloW=Average 
_ · Departments 
-· 
!"1:mber Pflr ~ent 
0 OoOO 
1 3o33 
0 OaOO 
:3 lOo,00 
4 130:33 
1 3a3J 
3 10,,00 
9 30000 
6 20000 
3 lOoOO 
30 100000 
E~t:i.mated average wmber o:f' dairy ©attle per farm in the servi~e 
area of. the ~o The data ~/filel!l\t$q in Table llXIX ~how that both 
Group One and Groop '.[',~o have a m.eim avel"agt@l or 5a07 dair.r cattle per 
farm in the servi@~ area of the s©hoola Sin~e the data do not reveal 
fore @onaidered tenableo 
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TABLE XL 
FRF.QUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE ESTIMATED AVERAGE NUMBER OF SWINE 
PER FARM IN THE SERVICE AREA OF THE SCHOOL 
. '. 
Class Interval)) 
Above=Aiferage Head per Farm Abovecc,Average 
Depal"t:ment~ . Departments . 
Number Per cent Number Per ~~nt 
25=Plu&'l l 3o33 4 13033 
23=24 0 OoOO 0 OoOO 
21°22 0 OoOO 0 OoOO 
19=20 1 3o33 2 6067 
17=18 0 OoOO 1 3.33 
l,=16 1 3.:33 l )o33 
1>='14 0 OoOO 0 OoOO 
11~12 2 6067 2 6067 
9=10 3 lOoOO 5 1606'1 
%,8 2 606'1 1 Jo33 
5=6 11 36067 6 20000 
.3=4 5 1606'1 3 lOoOO 
1=2 4 13033 5 16067 
~-==, 
.Totals 30 100000 .30 100000 
·, 
~ ·~ c::::, C:::, = = c:::, c:::, C:.cJ c:::::, 1 .c:i, c=, ,;:;:'.) = c::> = ~ c.:> ·C:::,' L::::, ~ c:::J c.::>- = = c..:.:) c:;..:, = = Cl c=.,, C::., c::) = c::> 
Mean average number of ~~fue 
per farm 
Differ~~e b~t~een the me~s 
= 1.68 
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~timated __ ave1·ag~_llilt1.1lfiblf!lr ~f' a\li/i~e per fa~. ir1 the servi®e area of 
--· -· -- -~- . --~----·--"-......_ ---·~·=-=---
,l 
Group On~ have a.me~· aver;age of 7o.~7.head of swine· per farm, vhile 
tho~e in_Group T1//o have a mean avell."age of 10090 head per fal'1llo The 
differenGe of 3o63 head of ~wine per f:lll'm~ in favor of ~m.tp '!\Yo, has 
. . I 
a t=vdue of lo68" wbi©h i~ well bcelow the 2o00 value required for sig= 
nifi©an~e at thi5 five ~ll." @~nt l~vel. Therefore, the null bypotheds 
TABLE ILI 
~UENGY DISTRIBU'rION OF THE ESTIMATED AVERAGE NUMBER OF PootTRY 
PER F.mM IN THE SERVICE AREA OF THE SCHOOL 
Class Interval9 !bove=Average BeloW=Averagie 
Head per FalM!l Departments Department!!l 
,=----
Nli.mber Per ~ilint Number Pell:" «!lent 
226=Plu~ 1 '.30:33 1 3o33 
201=225 0 OoOO 0 OoOO 
176:a200 0 OoOO 1 3o33 
151=175 0 Oo.00 0 OoOO 
126=150 0 OoOO 0 OoOO 
101=120 0 OoOO 1 3o33 
76=>100 2 606?/ 1 3 o:3:, 
51=15 0 OoOO l Jo.'33 
2&,;;o 5 16067 3 lOoOO 
l<e?25' 20 66Ji1' 20 66067 
0 2 6Ji7 2 6061 
---............... 
Totals 30 1~600 JO 100000 
============~=====6~=============== 
Mean average nu:m.beJr> of poult,ll:"'J' 
per f'al''i!ll 
Differ~n©e bet\Wle~lll th.i!ii lie~~ 
33ol7 
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_ Estimate9 __ avez:~. nWJib~;::_ ofp~;itry pey i"am_in ~he service are~ 
of the school. The data presented.in Table XLI show that the farms in 
--·- . . .- - ..... -- - --- -·-· . .. 
' Group One have a mean average of 42017 b,ead of poultry per farm, while 
Group bo has a mean average of 3.3017 head of poultry per farm.a The 
difference of 9o00 head per far.mj in favor of Group One, has a t=value 
of Oo45 which is not significant at the five per cent level. There.;;;, -
fore, the null hypothesis cannot be rejectedo 
TABLE XLII 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE PE£WENTAGE OF FARMS HAVING 
PRESSURE WATER SYSTEMS 
Class Interval, Above=!V@lre.ge Belo-w=Average 
Per cent Departments Departments 
Number Per cent Number Per cent 
91=100 s 26067 9 30a00 
81~90 10 JJoJ.3 9 30000 
71=80 5 16067 5 16067 
61=70 0 OoOO 2 6067 
51=60 4 1:3o3.3 0 OaOO 
41=50 2 606'1 2 606'1 
31=40 0 OaOO 0 OoOO 
21=.'.30 .l 3oJJ 1 30:33 
11=20 0 OaOO 0 OaOO 
l=l= 0 OaOO 2 6a67 
Tote.ls .30 100000 30 100000 
========~========================= 
· Mean percentage of farms having 
pressure water systems 
Differen~e between the means 
tovalue of difference bet~een means 
Pe.reenta_e or t!_rmi ha.vi.~  water systems o The data in 
Table XLII show that the mean percentage of fanns having pressure 
water systems is 80027 for Group One, and 7'7o67 for Group Two. The 
difference or 2o60 per cent between the means of the two groups has a 
t=value- of only Oo46, in favor of Group One, which is not significant 
at the five per q;::ent levelo Therefore ll the null hypothesia.,eimnot be 
rejeetedo 
TABLE XLIII 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE PERCENTAGE OF FARM HOMES HAVING 
MODERN PLUMBING SISTEMS 
Class Intervalll Above=Average Below=Average 
Per cent Departments Departments 
........... ...,, ...... _,.,=-=--"""""-------
Number J?er ~ent Number Per cent 
91=100 3 lOoOO 1 JoJ.3 
81=90 7 23033 7 2303.3 
71=80 6 20000 -9 30000 
61=70 3 lOoOO 2 6067 
51=60 1 3o33 4 13 • .33 
41=50 '3 lOoOO l 3o33 
31=40 4 l.3oJ.3 1 3.33 
21=30 2 6067 2 6067 
11=20 1 3o33 0 OoOO 
1=10 0 OoOO 3 lOoOO 
==-~~ 
Totals .30 100000 .30 lOOoOO 
================================== 
· Mean percentage of farms having 
modern plumbing systems 
Difference between the means 
t=value or difference between the means 
_i¥',-.,' 
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Per~ent~g_e _or f'®.~ home1,1 :t1~nr!lllg¥!oace_I"JU plum't>_~!lg :">l§i;~~o T.he 
data presented in Table XLIII ~ho'i,;1 that the mean percentage of farm 
homes having modern plumbing ~y~t®ml3 is 67040 for Group One and 64020 
of the two groups has a t=v~lue of only Oo09, in favor of Group Onej 
whi~h i~ greatly below the level of ~ignifi~an~e r~quired at the five 
per cent lev~lo Ther@f'or~!/ the null hypothesis l(;;annot be reje,c;tedo 
TABLE ll.IV 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE PERCENTAGE OF FARMS HAVlNG TRACTORS 
Class Interval, 
Per eent 
91=100 
81=90 
71=80 
61=70 
51=60 
41=50 
31=40 
21=.30 
11=20_ 
Totalfj 
Above=Average 
Depa;r,t:ment:s 
~--=~- -~-· - ·=-~-----~c=,c;..,.·-=-·--·"a.~=• 
Number JPer ~Ci;!l!lt 
22 73033 
4 l'.,oJJ 
2 6067 
2 6067 
0 OoOO 
0 OoOO 
0 OoOO 
0 OoOO 
0 OoOO 
30 100000 
Belo~Average 
Departments 
~~='-'---~--=---=-·--"'-"--"-'=-... == ....... "==.,. 
Number Per eent 
21 70000 
3 lOaOO 
3 10000 
l 3o)3 
0 OoOO 
0 OoOO 
0 OoOO 
0 OoOO 
2 6067 
=---·-· -
30 100000 
================================== 
Mean per~entage of falMDB having 
tra~tors 
Differen~e between the mean.a 
t=value of' dif.ference between me11!1ir.1:s 1o28 
71 
P~rcentage or .faJJ:"ms ~g tractorso The data presented in Table 
XLIV show that the mean per~entage or farms having tractors is 94067 
for Group Ofie and 89o.30 for Group Two. The peroentage difference of 
5o37 between the two groups has a t=value of lo28j in favor of GlrOUp 
One1 vhich is well below that required for significance at the five 
per cent levelo Therefore, the null hypothesis cannot be rejectedo 
TABLE XI.V 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF ·THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF TRACTORS PER FARM 
Class J.nterval:1 Above=Average Bel:.ov=Average 
Average Ni.unber Departments Departments 
per Farm ----=--=-----=-~-~ .,.......,."'=-_, Number Per.cent Number Per cent 
2o26=2o50 l .3o3J l Jo.33 
2o0l=2o2,5 0 OoOO 0 OoOO 
lo76=2o00 3 lOoOC> 7 2303.3 
L51=1.75 2 6067 0 OoOO 
1o26=1.;o 10 33 0 .3.3 9 30000 
LOl=l.25 9 30000 6 20000 
Oa76=1.00 5 16067 5 16067 
Oo51=0o 75 0 OoOO 0 o.oo 
Oo26=0o50 0 OoOO 0 OoOO 
Oo01=0o25 0 OoOO l 3o33 
Totals 30 100000 30 100000 
============d===================== 
Mean average number of 
tractors per farm 
Difference between the means 
t=value of' difference between means 
1.45 1.42 
Averag_e number . of traotors ~r f umo '. The data pressirited in Table 
XLV show that the farms in G1~oup One have an average of 1.45 tractors 
per farm, where.as those in Group ~o have an average of lo42 tractors o 
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The t=.value or 00079 in favor of' Gt>oup Oney is not significant at the 
five per cent level; therefore, the null hypothesis is tenableo 
TABLE XLVI 
FREQUENCY YJISTRIB'UTION OF THE PERCENTAG.E OF FARMS H,A.Vnm 
TRUCKS~ NOT INCLUDING PICKUPS 
Class Intel'Val, Above=Average BeloV=Average 
Per cent Depa:i:"tments Departments 
Number Per cent Numb~r ·. Per cent 
---~-............. --~--
91=100 l 3/33 0 OoOO 
81=90 0 OoOO 1 3o33 
71=80 l 3o33 l JoJJ 
61=70 l JoJJ 0 OoOO 
51=60 0 OoOO 2 6067 
41=50 5 16067 5 16067 
31=40 2 6067 1 3o33 
21=30 4 13033 6 20000 
11=20 3 lOoOO 4 lJeJJ 
1=10 13 43033 10 33033 
Totals 30 100000 30 100000 
~====~~=~~======~~==~======~====~= 
Mean percentage of farms 
having trucks 
Difference between the means 
t=value of difference betwe~n means 
28.20 27.70 
data presented in. Table XLVI show that ·the mean percentage of farms 
having farm troc-ks in Group One is 28a20j while the mean of Group Two 
is 270700 The mean differew::,e of Oo50 per cent bet1ieen the two groups 
has a t=value of Oo24, in favor of Group Onell which is not significant 
.· I 
at the five per cent level. Therefore, the null hypothesis cannot be 
rejected.o 
TABLE XLVII 
FREQUENCY DIS'J;RIBUTION OF THE PERCENTAGE OF FARMS HAVING 
COMBINES AND/OR OTHER LARGE ITEMS OF HARVEST MACHINmlI 
Class Interval1 
Per telent 
91=100 
81=90 
71=80 
61=70 
51=60 
41=50 
31=40 
21=.30 
11=20 
1=10 
Total81 
Above=Average 
Departments 
Number Per cent 
2 6067 
2 6067 
5 16067 
l 3o3J 
3 lOoOO 
3 lOoOO 
2 6067 
2 6067 
l ;L33 
9 30000 
=-·---) 
30 100000 
Below=Average 
Departments 
Number Per cent 
1 3a33 
4 13033 
2 · 6a67 
1 3o33 
3 lOoOO 
5 16067 
2 606? 
3 lOoOO 
5 l6a67 
4 13a33 
= - = 
JO 100000 
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================================== 
Mean pereentage of farms having 
large harvest ma©hinery 45050 45050 
Percentage of f~ hav~ ©cmibines ~d/or other lal"ge i te:ms 5)f 
harvest :machinery o Th~ data pref:lented in Table ll,VII /Sho-w tha.t the 
mean per~e~tage or fa.'MIIB having combines a~d/or other large items or 
harvest :machinery is 45 o 50 for both Group One and Group Two. Since 
there is no apparent di:fferencie in th~ :medn percentages of the two 
g:r,oups P the null hypothesis may be ©onaidered as tenable o 
TABLE XLVIII 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE PERCENTAGE OF FARMS HAVING 
IRRIGATION SYSTEMS 
Class Interval, 
Per cent 
Above=Average 
Departments 
Number 
19r20 
17=18 
15=16 
13=14 
11=12 
9=10 
7=8 
5=6 
3=4 
1=2 
0 
Totals 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
2 
12 
1.3 
30 
Mean percentage of f'arms ha.v:'i.ng 
irrigation systems 
Difference between the means 
t=value of difference between :means 
Per cent 
3.33 
OoOO 
JoJJ 
OoOO 
o.oo 
3.33 
OoOO 
o.oo 
6.67 
40.00 
43.33 
c=::::::::r::::= 
100.00 
BeloW=Average 
Departments 
Number Per cent 
0 o.oo. 
0 o.oo 
1 3o3.3 
0 o.oo 
0 OoOO 
2 6.67 
1 3.33 
2 6.67 
3 10.00 
7 23.33 
14, 46.67 
c=::====::::::::t 
30 100.00 
= 0.10 
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Pereent~ !?l tar~ ~~ !!':ri~~ ~~. ,The data in Table 
XLVIII show that the mean pereentage or far.ms having irrigation sys= 
te:ms in Group One is 2o37j whereas the mean of' Group Two is 2.470 The 
t=value of the difference between the means is 0.09, in favor of Group 
Two, which ie not significant at the five per cent level. Therefore, 
the null hypothesis..c,annot be rejeetedo 
I. 
TABLE XLJX 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF FARM> HAVING FARM MECHANICS 
FACILITIES WHICH THEY USE 
Class Interval. 
Per cent Above=Avera.ge Below=Average 
Departments Departments 
Number Per cent Number Per cent 
61=Plus 3 lOoOO 2 6067 
;6=60 1 3o3J 0 OoOO 
51=55 1 30:33 0 OoOO 
46=;0 3 lOoOO 1 3o33 
41=45 0 OoOO 0 OoOO 
36=40 1 3o33 3 lOoOO 
31=35 2 6.67 l JoJJ 
26=30 0 OoOO l 3o33 
21=25 1 3o33 l 3o3J 
16=20 2 6067 2 6067 
11=15 2 6067 5 16067 
6=10 3 lOoOO 6 20000 
1=5 10 3303.3 7 23033 
0 l 3.33 l 30:33 
Totals 30 100000 .30 100000 
================================== 
Mean percentage of farms having 
farm mechanics facilities in use 
Difference between the means 
t=value or difference bet~een means 
19.77 
============~===================== 
**significant at the one per cent leveL 
75 
~e of farms having ~m mechanics facilities which~ 
1:1sed_? The data presented in Table n.IX show that the mean pe1•cen.tage 
of far.ms having farm mechanics facilities in Group One is 24087, and 
in Group Two is 19.770 The difference of 5ol0 in the mean percent~ges 
of the two groups has a t=value of 2."'74~ in favor of Group Oneo A 
t=value of this :magnitude is significant at the one per eent level, 
therefore, the null hypothesis nnst be rejectedo It would be somewhat 
76 
enteresting to speculate on the possible influence of the vocational 
agriculture teacher, through his co:mnumityservice program, on the 
establishment of farm mechanics facilitieso 
TABLE L 
~UENCY.DISTRIBUTIOl OF THE PERCENTAGE OF FARMS 
HAVING ELECT]i,IC AND/OR ACET'ftENE WELDERS 
Class IntervaL Above=Average BeloW=Average 
Per cent Departments Departments 
Number Per cent Number Per cent 
4l=Plus 2 6067 2 6067 
36=40 2 6067 1 3o33 
31=35 0 OoOO 1 3o33 
26=30 1 .)oJJ 2 6.67 
21=25 2 6067 1 3o33 
16=20 1 JoJJ 3 lOoOO 
11=15 l 3o3.3 2 6067 
6=10 5 16067 6 20000 
1=5 15 50000 11 36067 
0 1 3o33 1 3o33 
c::=::::.=~ c=·· ··====-=::, 
Totals 30 100000 30 . 100000 
================================== 
Mean percentage of farms 
having welders 
Difference between the means 
t=value of difference between means 
13077 
~ercentage of farms having electric ~d/or ac.etylena w~lder~o 
The data presented in Table L show that the mean percentage of farms 
having electric and/or acetylene welders i~ 13077 for both Group One 
and Group Two. Since the data in this tabl~ do not sho~ any differ= 
ence in the mean percentage 0£ far.ms having welders, the null hypo= 
thesis cannot be rejectedo 
TABLE LI 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENTS IN WHOSE SERVICE 
AREAS WHEAT IS A MAJOR CROP ENTERPRISE 
Yes 
Ho 
Totals 
Above=Average 
, Departments 
Number Per cent 
16 
30 lOOaOO 
Chi=square value of the degree 
of association between groups· Oa60 
Below=Average 
Departments 
Number Per cent 
17 
4.3033 
30 lOOaOO 
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Vocational ag,ricultur! departments_ in ~ -~~-~~~E: ar,e~~, ~ 
is a major crop enterpri.sea The data presented in Table LI show that 
-·--- ··- ""-.r::i-.-. .u-
46a67 per Clent of the vocational a.gl"icultural service areas in Group 
One have wheat as a :major crop enterprise; ,hereas 56.67 per cent of 
those in Group Two.have wheat as a major crop enterprisea The differ= 
ence of lOaOO per ~ent in those having wheat as a major crop enter= 
prise has a chi=square value of Oa60,. in favor of Group Two, which is 
greatly·below the 3a84 value required for significance at the five 
per cent levelo The.refore, the null hypothesis cannot be rejeotedo 
TABLE LII 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE·DEPARTMENTS IN.WHOSE SERVICE 
AREAS COTTON IS A MAJOR CROP ENTERPRISE 
No 
Totals 
~bove=Average 
Departments 
Number Per cent 
25 
30 100000 
Chi=square value of the degree 
of association between groups·· o~ 35 
Below=Average 
Departments 
Number Per cent 
22 
30 100000 
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~C}ltioAal_ agricultu~. ~E:t:ments, in mo~e urvice ~e!! cotton 
is a_ maj O!:_ croE enterprise o The data presented in Table_ ·LII show 
that only 16067 per cent of the service areas in Group One have 
cotton as a major crop enterprisej and only 26a67 per cent of those 
in Group Two have cotton as a :major crop enterpriseo The difference 
of lOaOO per cent, in favor of Group Tliio, has a chi=square value of 
Oo35, which is somewhat below- that required for sign.tficance at the 
five pe.l" cent leveL Therefore, the null hypothesis may be eo:nside!'I= 
ed as tenableo 
TABLE LIII 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENTS IN WHOSE SERVICE 
AREAS FORAGE CROP PRODUCTION IS A MAJOR CROP . 
Yes 
No 
Totals 
ENTERPRISE 
Above=Average 
Departments 
Number Per eent 
15 50000 
15 50a00 
30 lOOoOO 
Chi=square value of the degree 
of association between groups L '71 
Below=Average 
Departments 
Number Per cent 
20 66067 
10 
30 lOOaOO 
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Vocational agrieultu!:!..departments in whose service areas fora)58, 
6rop ;eroduction i~ _!_ ma~ ~roP. enterprise o As indicated by the data 
in Table LIII, ;o per cent of the service areas in Group One have fo~= 
age crop production as a major ~rop enterprise, and 66067 per cent of 
those in Group T\ro have f oraie crop produ@tion as a major cll."op enter= 
prisea The difference of 16067 per cent, in favor of Group Twoj has 
a chi=square_value of lo71, which is considerably below that required 
for significance at the five per cent levelo Therefore, the null hy= 
pothesis cannot be rejecteda 
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TABLE LIV 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENTS IN WHOSE SERVICE AREAS GRAIN 
SORGHUM PRODUCTION IS A MAJOR CROP ENTERPRISE ' . 
Yes 
No 
Totals 
Above=Average 
Departments 
Number Per cent 
10 33033 
20 6606? 
= 
30 100000 
Belo-w=Average 
Departments 
Number Per cent 
11 J6o67 
19 6303.3 
cz=:::=::;~· 
30 100000 
===============~================== 
Chi=square value of the degr~e 
of association between groups Oo07 
Vocational ag;:iculture d~ytments ~ )Yhose service areas grain 
. ~~ !?!:Odu~tion itt J11!.J or Cr'Op ~~terprise o The data presented 
in Table L.IV show that 33033 per cent or the service areas of Group 
One and 36067 per Gent of those in Group Two have grain sorghum pre= 
duction as a major ©rop enterpriseo The difference pf 3o33 per cent 
has a chi=square value of Oa07j in favor of Group Two)) which is 
greatly below that required for significance.at the five per cent 
levelo Therefore, tb.e null hypothesis cannot be rejectedo 
. Yes 
No 
Totals 
TABLE LV 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE·DEPARTMENTS IN WHOSE·SERVICE AREAS 
PEANUT PRODUCTION IS A MAJOR CROP ENTERPRISE . 
Above=Average 
Departments 
Number Per cent 
8 
22 
30 100(}00 
Below=•verage 
Departments 
Number Per cent 
4 1.3 • .3.3 
26 
30 100000 
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================================~= 
Chi=square value of the degree 
of association between groups Oa94 
Vocational agr,icultur! departments in whose service ar~~ pe~~ 
producti~n is a major crop enterprise" 'rhe data in Table LV indicates 
that 26067 per cent of the services areas of Group One have peanut 
production as a major crop enterprise,.whereas only 13033 per cent of 
those in Group Two have peanut production as a major crop enterpriseo 
The difference of l3o.33 per cent in the two.-groups has a ch::i.=square 
value of Oo94, in favor of Group One, which is not signit'icant at the 
five per cent level. Therefore:, the null hypothesis ma;r be considered 
as tenableo 
TABLE LVI 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENTS IN WOSE·SERVICE AREAS 
CORN PRODUCTION IS A MAJOR·· CROP ENTER.PRISE 
Yes 
No 
Totals 
Above=Average 
Departments 
Number Per cent 
6 
= 
30 100000 
Chi=square valu.e of the degree 
of association between groups OoOO 
BeloW=Average 
· Depert:ments 
Number Per cent 
6 20000 
24 
30 100000 
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Vocational ~milt~ ~2~ments in vhos!!. service areas rn 
production !! !. major crop enterpr!!!_.o The data presen·ted in Table 
LVI show that 20 per cent of both Group One and Group ~o have eom 
production as a major crop enterprise in the service areas. Since 
th~ data shov no difference between the two groups, the null hype>= 
must be.considered as tenableo 
Vocational agrioolturie departments in who·se service ~ beef 
production_ is .!. _!DB.j oz: _animal enterprise, o The data in Ta'ble LVII 
show that all 0£ the service areas in both Group One and Group Two 
hav.e-- beef production as a major animal enterprise o . The.ref ore, the 
null hypothesis cannot be rejecto 
TABLE LVII 
VOCATION.AL AGRICULTURE-DEPARTMENTS IN WHOSE SERVICE AREAS 
BEEF PRODUCTION IS A MAJOR ANIMAL ENTERPRISE 
Above=Average BeloW=Average 
Departments Departments 
Number Per cent Number Per cent 
Yes 30. 100000 30 100000 
~ 
No 0 OoOO 0 OoOO 
Totals 30 100000 30 100000 
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' 
================================== 
Chi=square value o.f the degree 
of association between groups OoOO 
TABLE LVIII 
VOCATION.AL AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENTS IN WHOSE SERVICE AREAS 
DAIRY PRODUCTION IS A MAJOR ANIMAL ENTERPRISE .. 
Above=Average BeloW=Average 
Departments Departments 
Nmnber Per cent Number Per cent 
Yes 13 4.30.33 12 40000 
No 1r7 56067 18 60000 
Totals . 30 100000 .30 lOOo.00 
Chi~square value of the d!gree 
of association between groups Oo07 
Vocational agriculture departments in whose service areas dairz 
~reduction is a major anima.l enterpriseo The data presented in Table 
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LVIII show that 43033 per cent of the service areas in Group One and 
40 per cent of those in Group Two have dairy production as a major 
animal enterpriseo The chi=squa..re value of Oo07, in favor of Group 
One, is not significant at the five per cent level. Therefore, the 
null hypothesis cannot be rejectedo 
1'ABLE LIX 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENTS IN WHOSE SERVICE AREAS 
SWINE PRODUCTION IS A MAJOR ANIMAL ENTERPRISE . 
Above=Average 13eloW=Average 
Departments Departments 
Number Per cent Number Per cent 
Yes 5 16067 12 40000 
No 25 8303.3 18 60o00 
= =- =· ·::, 
Totals 30 100000 .30 100000 
================================== 
Chi-square value of the degree 
of association between groups 2.95 
Vocational agriculture departments in whose service areas swine 
production ~!..major animal ent~l'ise o The data in "rable tII sho-w 
that 40 per cent of the service.areas if Group Two have swine pro= 
duction as a major animal e11terprise, whereas only 16067 per cent 
of those in Group One-have swine production as a major animal ente!b 
_ priseo The ehi=square value of 2095, in favor of Group Two, is some= 
what below the 3.84 value required for significance at the five per 
cent leveL Therefore,"the null hypothesis cannot be rejectedo 
--~-' 
CHAPTER V 
Problem of the Study 
It is a rather common assumption among teachers or vocati6nal 
agriculture that there rure certain factors which are associated with 
the probability or developing successful programs of instruction in 
farm meehanieso Howeverj there is much diversity of opinion as to 
just what factors are significatAt, and the relative significance of 
of each factoro It was to contribute to at least a partial clari= 
fieation of this assumption that this study was undertakeno 
The central problem of this study was to determine what factors 
are associated~to a greater degree with the occurrence o~ a~ove= 
average instructional programs in farm me~ha.nics~ than with the oe= 
eurrence of below=average programs of instruction in falMll mechanicso 
Methods and Procedures of the Study 
This study wa~ designed to test a number of null hypotheses con= 
cerned with the possible existence of significant differences between 
.. . 
departments ·of vocational agriwlture having above=average prograq 
of instruction in f'armmechanicsf a.nd departments of vocational ~grl= 
culture having belo'\lil=aver-age );l'r'ograms or inst.rucition in farm mech(Ulifs o 
Null hypotheses were tested to provide evidence which might SUP= 
port the acceptance of' the major null hypothesis that with regard to 
86 
certain selected personal ba~kground characteristics of teachers of 
vocational agriculture 9 certain selected characteristics of the high 
schools and the vocational agriculture departments, and certain se= 
lected economic characteristic of the school service areas, signifi= 
cant differences do not exist between those de~rt:ments of vocational 
agriculture adjudged to have above=average programs of instruction in 
farm meohanicsj and those departments of vocational agriculture ad= 
judged to have beloV=average programs of instruction in fa:Mn 
meehanicso 
The personal interview technique was selected as the most a.P= 
propriate method of obtaining data for this studyo In order to assure 
uniformity in interview procedure, the investigator personally con= 
ducted all interviewso 
Interviews were conducted with 30 teachers selected fTom each 
of two groups or departments adjudged~ by;;their district supervisors, 
as having either above=average or below=average programs of instru0= 
tion in farm mechanicso To assure a geographieal distribution in 
,' 
the samples, the two populat~ons were stratified according to the 
five supervisory districts of vocational agri~lture in Oklahomao 
The 30 departments in eaeh of the t~o groups were randomly selected, 
using a table of random numbers, from the five supervisory districts 
on a proportional ba~iso Thus the sampling technique was one of 
st~atified random samplingo 
The departments randomly seleelted from the. group a!ijudged to 
,, 
be above=average, according to the effectiveness of their program of 
instmction in farm mechanics, are referred to as Group One o .Those 
departments randomly selected from the group adjudged to be below 
average, ac©ording to the effe©tiveness of their program. of instruc= 
tion in farm mechani©sj are refe!"l"ed to as Group Two. 
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The interview schedule used in obtaining the data from the 60 
teachers of vocational agric:ulture, 'Was designed to obtain the nee= 
essary data for testing the stated hypotheses of this studyo The 
interview schedule used ~as constructed with the assistance of the 
teacher training staff in agrireultural education at the Oklahoma State 
Universityj and the district supervisors of vocational agriculture of 
the State of Oklaho:mao The items included in the schedule were ones 
which numerous tea~hers of vocatioll'l!.al agrhml ture have considered as 
having possible assoc:iation with successful programs of instruction in 
farm meic:haniC:So 
The tentative interview s®hedule was used to interview three 
teachers, \l'ho \!'ere not il!.1.©luded in thia study:; in order to check it 
for clarityo After the schedule was for1m1lated into its final form 
it was used in i:nterviewlng the teachers of voGational agriaulture 
in this studyo 
Summary of Finding~ Regarding the Hypotheses Tested 
The tabulated data obtained in this study were subjected to appro= 
priate statistic:al analysis in order to test the stated null h;rpotheseso 
The level of sigrilifieam,e required ,f'or reje®tion of the null hypothese&S 
in this study was set at the five per cent levelo The statistical 
analysis of the data obtained concerning each factor resulted in mo~t 
of the null hypotheses being sustained, however, a fe~ were rejectedo 
Jfypotheses E_egarding ~rsonal background characteristics .~.· ~ 
vocational .agriculture teachero Of· ·the 20 hypotheses tested regard 
\ . 
personal background characteristics of the vocational agricul~re 
teachers, onl;r two were rejected;:. It was" found that between d.epart= 
ments of vocational agriculture adjudged to have above=average pr0= 
grams of instruction in farm :mechanics and those adjudged to have 
below=average programs of instruction in farm mechanics, significant 
differences~~ exist in regard to3 
(1) age of teacher, 
(2) years of' teaching experienie:e in voGational agriculture, 
(3) :years of teaching experience in present, department, 
(4) number of college hours credit in farm mechanics, 
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(;) teachers having college training in are and acetylene welding 9 
(6) teachers having college training in cold metal work, 
(7) teachers having college training in farm carpentry, 
(8} te·achers having college training in electrical wiring, 
(9) teachers having college training in hot metal work, 
(10) teachers having taken college courses in farm machinery, 
(11) number of college hours credit in other cours~s of a :meiohan= 
ical nature, 
(12) teachers having taken college courses in farm structures, 
(13) teachers having college training in soil and water conse~ 
vation structures, 
(14) teachers having college training in irrigation practices, 
{15) teachers having received organized civilian mechanical in= 
struction below the college level, 
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(16} teachers having received instruction of a mechanical n.ature 
while in the armed forces 1 
(17) teachers having well equipped farm shops on their home farms 
while they were enrolled in high sehool, and 
(18) teachers receiving farm mechanics __ insfa•uction while enrolled 
in high school. 
It was round that between departments of vocational· agriculture· 
adjudged to have above=average programs of instruction in farm mechanics 
and those departments adjudged to have below=average programs of instruc= 
tion in farm meohanicsj signifiesnt difference~ exist in .regard tog 
{l) teachers receiving other types of shop;training_while enrolled 
in high school, and 
(2) teachers having oollege training in farm surveying o This . 
finding should not be taken to infer that training in farm 
surveying is detrimental in itselfj but that teachers taking 
it may have .done so at the expense of in.ore useful courses" 
(See explanation in discussion. or Table XIII.) . 
Hypotheses !'egarding characteristics of the school~ and vocat!o1:!.= 
al agriculture. depa.rtmeµtso Of the 14 hypotheses.tested regarding the 
------- -· . .,-- -.· 
characteristics of the individual. schools and voeati·onal agriculture.·· 
departments, only ten were austainedo It was found that significant 
d;fferences ~ ~ exisy between those departments of vocational agri= 
culture adjudged to have above=average programs of instruction in farm 
mechanics, and those departments adjudged to have below=average pro= 
grams of instruction in farm mechanics, with regard to the following 
characteristics of the individual schools and departments of vocation= 
·, 
al agricultu:re g 
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(1) average enrollment in high school (four ~ear) during the 
last two school years, 
(2) average enrollment in all=day classes in vocational ~gricul= 
ture during the last two school years, 
(3) average hours of instru.ction per week for each all=day class 
in vocational agriculture, 
(4) vocational agricult~e departments having young farmer 
classes, 
(5) average enrollment in young farmer classes for the last two 
I 
school years, 
(6) vocational agriculture departments having adult farmer 
\it\ 
·· classes, 
... ..._, .... 
(7) average enrollment in adult farmer classes during the last 
(8) departments of vocational agriculture sharing shop faciliti~s 
with other high school departments, 
(9) departments of vocational agriculture for which the local 
!lchool administration provides a budget for the financing of 
farm mechanics inst:r-uction, and 
(10) available shop floor space per student enrolled in the lan= 
gest class of vocational agricultureo 
. It was found that between departments of vocational agriculture 
adjudged to have above=average programs of instruction in farm mechan= 
ics, and those departments adjudged to have beloW=average programs,of 
instruction in farm mechanics, significant differences _gg exist in 
regard tog 
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(1) departments having a shop available for use, 
(2) departments in which shop space was already available at the 
time of the present teacherus initial employment in the de= 
partment, 
{3) number of hours in the four=year time allotment for farm 
mechanics instruction, and 
(4) departments in which the station method, or a modified ver= 
versionj is used in teaching farm mechani©so 
Hypotheses regarding economic characteristics of the service, 
areas of the schoolsa I "·, Eighteen hypotheses were tested regarding the 
• I. • { • C 
economic:characteristics of the service areas of the schools. The data 
obtained sustained all except one of the 18 hypotheses, It was found 
that between those departments of vocational agriculture adjudged to 
have above=average programs of instruction in farm mechanics, and those 
departments adjudged to have below=average programs of instruction in 
farm mechanics, significant differences~~ exist with regard to the 
following economic characteristics of the service areas of the schools& 
(1) average acres per faJMnj 
(2) average value of cultivated land per acre 1 
(3) average value of pasture land per acre 1 
(4) average number of beef cattle per farm9 
(5) average number of dairy ©attle per farm, 
(6) average number of swine per farm, 
(7) average number of poultX7 per farm, 
(8) percentage of farms having pressure water systems, 
(9) pe~centage of farm homes having modern plumbing systems~ 
(10) percentage of farms having tractors~ 
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(11) average number of tractors per farm9 
(12) percentage of fal"XOO having trucks, not including pickups, 
(13) percentage of farms having combines and/or other large items 
of harvest equipment)) 
(14) percentage of farms having irrigation systems, 
(15) percentage of farms having eleretrilC!l and/or acetylene weldersj 
(16) major ©rops in the servi©e area of the schoolj and 
(17) major animal enterprises in the service area of the school. 
Pertaining to the hypothesis rejected, it was found that between 
those departments having above=average and those departments having 
below=average programs of instruction in farm mechanics, a significant 
difference~ exist in regard to the percentage of farms having farm 
mechanics facilities in useo 
Conclusions Based Upon Hypotheses Tested 
Of the 20 hypotheses tested con©erning the personal background 
characteristics of the vocational agriculture teacher, 18 were sustain= 
edo Therefore it may be concluded that between departments of vocation= 
al agriculture adjudged to have abmre=average programs of instruction in 
farm mechanics, and those departments adjudged to have below=average pro= 
grams of instruction in farm mechanicsy signific9.lllt differences g£ not 
exist in regard to the teacher characteristics of age; years of teach= 
ing experience in vocational agriculture, tenure in present departme~t; 
college hours credit in farm mechanics courses; having college training 
in arc and acetylene welding, hot and cold metal vorky farm carpentry, 
, farm machinery, and electrical wiring; college hours credit in other 
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courses of a mechanical nature; having college training in farm struG= 
tures, soil and water conservation structures, and irrigation prac= 
tices; having instruction of a mechanical nature in the armed forces; 
having organized civilian mechanical training below the college level; 
having a well equipped farm shop on home farm while enrolled in high 
school; and having farm mechanics training in high school. 
The foregoing conclusion is further strengthened by the fac~ 
that data were taken from randomly s~lected teachers with a range in 
age from 23 to 58 years, with relatively equal scatter of ages about 
the mean in both groupso Since all of the teachers in both groups, with 
the exception of one, had received their undergraduate training at the 
Oklahoma State University, and the scatter of ages about the mean was 
I . 
approximately the same, we may infer that the two groups were probably 
exposed to the same quality of college instruction in farm r.1chanies 
courses, and other courses of a mechanical natureo 
In regard to teachers receiving other types of shop training 
in high school, a significant difference~ exist1 in favor of Group 
Two; therefore, we may assume that an association does seem to exist 
between this factor and the occurrence of belov=average programs of 
instruction in farm meche.nicso 
Fourteen hypotheses regarding eharacteristics of the schools-
and vocational agricultura departments were tested 9 of which ten were 
sustainedo It may be concluded that average enrollment in high school, 
average enrollment in vocational agriculture a1l=day classes, average 
hours of instruction per week per all=day class, having ~g farmer 
classes, average enrollment in young farmer classes!) having adult farm= 
er classes, average enrollment in adult farmer classes, sharing shop 
facilities with other high school departments, having a budget for 
scihool financing of fall."m mechanics instruction, and shop floor space 
per student enrolled in the largest vocational agriculture class are 
~ factors which are significantly associated with either above= 
average or below=average programs of instruction in farm mechanics. 
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In regard to departments in which a shop was already available 
at the time of the present teacher 0s init~al employment in the depart= 
ment, it was found that this factor~ significantly associated with 
below=average programs of instruction in farm mechanicso Therefore, 
we may conclude that not having shop facilities at the time of initial 
employment is not, ordinarily~ a justifiable reason for not develoP= 
ing an effective instructional program in farm mechanics within a re= 
latively rev years. 
In regard to departments having shop facilities available, the 
number of hours in the four=year time allotment for farm mechanics 
instruction, and departments in which the station method, or a modi= 
fied version, is used in teaching farm mechanics, it was found that 
these factors are significantly associated with above=average pr0= 
grams of instruction in fa.rm :mechar.dcso 
Eighteen hypotheses concerning the economic characteristics of 
the service areas of the schools were tested, 17 or which were sus= 
tained by the dataa It was concluded that the average acres per farmj 
value of cultivated land per acres, value of pasture land per acre, . 
number of beef cattle, dairy cattle, swine, and poultry per farm, 
farms having pressure water systems 1 farm homes having modern plumbing, 
farms having tractors, average number of tractors per farmj farms hav= 
ing trucks, f'arJns having large items of' harvest machinery, farms with 
irrigation systemsj falr'll'nS having electric and/or acetylene welders, 
major crops of the service areaJ and major livestock enterprises of 
the service area~.~ factors which significantly distinguish be= 
tween departments of vocational agriculture having above=average and 
those departments having below=average programs of instruction in 
farm mechanicso 
It was concluded that the percentage of farms having shop fa= 
cilities ~ a factor showing significant association with the above= 
average programs of instruction in farm me<chanics. 
Implications of the Study 
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It was not the purpose of this study to try to establish cause 
and effelClt relationships~ but to establish asso©iation or non=assoc= 
.iation of cc:ertain selected factors with programs of instruction in 
farm mechani<cSo The information gained through this study should be 
useful to vociational agri~lture t.ea~hers in becoming more aware of 
Yhat are the associative factors in developing more effelCltive programs 
of instru10tion in farm :mE,;chanics, to district supervisors in counsel= 
ing and directing more effective prog~aIIJS of instruction in farm me= 
chanicis, and to teacher trainers in planning and directing more ef= 
fective courses of study in agri~ultur.al education and farm mechanics. 
It should prove :most useful to the aforementioned groups to 
know that the infof'lllation from this study implies that su~~essful pro= 
grams of instruction in fa:rrm mechanicsi all"e probably as likely to 
evolve regardless of the geographical region of the state, the eco= 
nomic status of the communityy type of farming area, or size and scope 
of the farming operationso 
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The data further imply that teacher age, years of teaching ex= 
perience, and tenure in the present Bchool can hardly be regarded as 
restrictive factorso While it is logical that the number of hours 
credit and the scope of college training in fa!"m mechanics and other 
courses of a mechanical nature are important factors in developing sue= 
cessful farm mechanics programs, it is also apparent from the data ob= 
tained in this study that all vocational agriculture teachers in Okla= 
home are likely to have quite similar training in farm mechanicso 
This study revealed that approximately t~ice as many of the de= 
partments in the below=average group had a farm shop available at the 
time of the present teacherus initial employment in the department as 
did those departments in the above=average groupo Theref·ore, it would 
seem to be a quite logical implication that the absence of a shop, or 
shop space 1 at the time of the teacher 0s initial employment in a de= 
partment is not a valid reason for failure to develop an effective 
program of farm mechanicso The data show that 70 per <Cient of the teach= 
ers in the above=average group obtained shop facilities after their 
initial employment in their present departmento Here it seems quite 
evident that the initiative of the tea<Ciher is a powerful determinant of 
SUceeSSo 
The data presented in thi1:1 study i.ndicate that most of the 
teachers of vocational agriculture have little or no college training 
in farm structures, soil and water conservation structuresj and irri= 
gation practices o 'rhis si-tuetion in1plies a need fo:r in=service train= 
ing in these areaso The writer also observed little evidence of in= 
struction be (llarried on in the area of fa.nu ele~trificationo This 
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suggests that teacher training in farm electrification has been far too 
meager and too elementary in nature to develop the necessary skill and 
confidence needed by teachers in this area of tremendously increasing 
importanceo 
Since the use of the station method, or a modified version, in 
teaching farm mechani~s is a factor :significantly associated with sue= 
cessful prograIDEl of instruction in farm mechanie;s, the implication can 
be made that more emphasis should be placed upon the use of this tech= 
nique in the undergraduate and especially in the graduate courses in 
farm me(!';lhanicso 
In sunlllllll.ry it may be said that the hypotheses tested in this 
study imply that the successful programs of instruction in farm merGhanies 
aTe not characterized by significant differences in teacher agey exper= 
lence, tenure~ ieollege courses in farm mechanics or other mechaniieal 
training, except that signific:ar1tly .fe.'Wer of the :more successful teach= 
ers had received college training ht far:m surveying (see explanation 
in discussion of Table XIII)~ and fewer had shop training other than 
farm mechanics while in high sehooL Significant differences are not 
evident in school and depart:mental characteristics, other than the pre= 
sent availability of shop facilities 1 four=year time allotment for 
farm mechanics instruction, and use of the station method or a modi= 
·fied version in the teaching of fall'."m mechanics, all of which show sig= 
nificant association with above=average programs of instruction in 
farm mechanics; and in having a shop available at the time of the pre= 
sent teacherrrs initial employment in the department1 which shows sig= 
nificarit association with belm.i=ave.:rage programs of fann mechanics. 
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The findings of this study do emphasize clearly- the implication 
that the teacher== with his initiativet drive, interest, enthusiasm, 
persever~ce, and personality== is probably the critical factor in 
the establishment of a successful program of instru.ction in farm mechanicse 
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APPENDIX A 
• . J 
FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH THE OCCURRENCE OF EFFECTIVE LOCAL F.ARM MECHANICS 
PROORAM3 IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE IN OKLAHOMA . 
Interview Schedule 
BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS OF TEACHER& 
1. .Ageo 
==== 
2o Years taught vocational agricultureo ==== 
3 o Years taught in present school. ==== 
4o College hours credit in farm meehanics courses. 
==== 
5. Specific areas that farm mechanics courses coveredg 
Arc and Acetylene Welding === Electric Wiring ==== 
Cold ~tal Work 
==== 
Hot Metal Work 
==== 
Farm Carpentry = Farm Machinery ==== 
6. College hours credit in other courses of a mechanical nature. == 
7. Specific areas covered in other courses of a :mechanical nature& 
Farm Structures ==== Soil & Water Conservation Structures~ 
Farm Surveying ==== Irrigation Practices ==== 
80 Received other organized civilian mechanical. training. ==== 
9. Reeed ved mechanical training in armed forces. ==== 
10. Had well equipped shop on home fruMn while in high school. ==== 
11. Received farm mechanics training in high school. ==== 
12 o Reced ved other shop training in high srohool. ==== 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SCHOOL AND VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT& 
L Average enrollment in four ;year high school during last two years o= 
2. Average enrollment in vo=ag during last t'iiio years. ==== 
Hours instrnction per week in Vo=Ag I=:, II=' III=:, IV=· 
4. Have a ;young farmer class. === Enrollment (Ava of lasT~=t-=w=o=ye=.=a=rs) 
5 o Have an adult farmer class o ====== Enrollment (Ava of las~t""'=t=w=o======y=ears) 
60 Shop facilities available for vo=ag useo ====~ 
7o Shop shared with other high school departments. 
=== 
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8. Shop space available at time of your initial employmento ==== 
9o Administration provides budget for farm mechanics. ==== 
lOo Available shop floor space per student in. largest classo 
lL Four=year time allotment f'or farm mechanics instrnetiono ==== 
l2o Station methody or :modified verdonj) used in teachingo ===== 
ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SERVICE AREA OF SCHOOLg 
1 o Average a.ares per farmo ==== 
2o Estimated weighted average value of land per acreg (Agricultural) 
. Cultivated Land i!!,"====== 
Pasture Land$ === (Not timber or waste land) 
3o Estimated average number of livestock per fal"mg (Calculated on 
basis of all farll!W 9 not just those havingo) 
Beef Cattle 
==== 
Swine 
====== 
Poultry ==== 
Dairy Cattle ~-=== Sheep=·=== 
4o Per ©ent of fa.rms having pressure water systemso 
Sia Per !:lent of.farms having modern plumbing systemso 
60 Ber cent of fa~ having traetor~o 
7o Average number of tractors per farmo 
==== 
8 o Per cent of farms having trucks, not including pickups o ==== 
9. Per cent of fa!"lllS having combines and/or other large items 
of harvesting equipment o ==== 
lOo Per cent of farms having irrigation systems. 
11. Per cent of farms having farm mechanics facilities in use o === 
120 Per cent of farms having electric and/or acetylene welderso === 
l3o Major crops of the service areao =====ll =====9 = 
140 Major animal enterprises of service areao ===j ==,. === 
EXAMPLES OF 
STATISTICAL COMPUTATIONS IN 
THIS STUDY 
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TABLE I 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE AGES OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 
. TEACHERS HAVING ABOVE=AVERAGE AND THOSE HAVING 'BELOW= 
AVERAGE PROGRAMS OF INSTRUCTION IN FARM MECHANICS 
c=======================================·· ' 
1'.1 12 
t = ~~~~~~~~~~~~- x
2
- sum _of squared devi= 
ations of scores in 
a·sample group away 
from the mean in that 
group. 
J 5: x f + ~~ 
k1(k1 = 1) k2(k2 
x1 =: 36.43 
x2 ::=:: 38.40 
txf :::=: 97L37 
~~= 1921.20 
k1 == 30 
k2 =: 30 
(k1 = 1)=:: 29 
(k2 = 1)=29 
= 1) 
38.40 
t == 
k1:-cases in group oneo 
k2::ca.ses in group two. 
(k1 = 1) = degrees of freedom. 
(k2 = 1) = degrees of freedom. 
f 971037 + 1921020 \j 30(30 = 1) 30(.30 = 1) 
t ::::: = 1.08 
Not signifiQant at th~ five per cent level. 
TABLE VIII 
TEACHERS WO HAVE COttEGE TRAINING m ELECTRICAL WIRlNG 
Group Yes 
One 23 
a 
Two 24 C 
Total a+c 47 
dof ·~ 
' 
N(ad -= bc)2 
(a+ b) ( c + d) (a+ c} {b 4' d) 
60 [(23 X 6)- {7 X 24)] 2 
(.30) (30) (41) (13) 
54,000 
549,900 
Oo09 
l 
No 
b 7 0 
d 6 
b+d 13 
Not ,.significant at the five per rGent leveL 
Total 
a+b 30 
c+d .'.30 
N 60 
The Yatesu formula for corrected Ghi=square was used in instances 
were one or more of the ©ell values was five or less" 
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